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Bounding messages for free in security protocols -
Extension to various security properties

Myrto Arapinisa, Marie Duflotb,∗

a University of Edinburgh, UK
bLORIA & Université de Lorraine, France

Abstract

While the verification of security protocols has been proved to be undecidable
in general, several approaches use simplifying hypotheses in order to obtain de-
cidability for interesting subclasses. Amongst the most common is type abstrac-
tion, i.e. considering only well-typed runs of the protocol, therefore bounding
message length. In this paper, we show how to get message boundedness “for
free” under a reasonable (syntactic) assumption on protocols, in order to verify
a variety of interesting security properties including secrecy and several authen-
tication properties. This enables us to improve existing decidability results by
restricting the search space for attacks.

Keywords: Cryptographic protocols, Formal methods, Verification, Secrecy,
Authentication

1. Introduction

Security protocols are short programs that describe communication between
two or more parties in order to achieve security goals such as data confidentiality
or identification of a correspondent for example. These protocols are executed
in a hostile environment, such as the Internet, and aim at preventing a mali-
cious agent from tampering with the messages, for instance, using encryption.
However, encrypting messages is not sufficient to enforce security or privacy
guarantees. History has shown that these protocols are extremely error-prone
and careful formal verification is needed.

Despite the apparent simplicity of such protocols, their verification is a dif-
ficult problem and has been proved undecidable in general [DLMS99, CC01].
Different attempts [DLMS99, Low99, RT01, CC03, RS03a, RS03b, BP05] have
successfully exhibited decidable subclasses, and tools for proving security have
been designed [Mea96, CJM00, Bla01, CMR01, SBP01]. However, termination
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of these tools is often not guaranteed. In the literature, only very few results
consider an unbounded number of sessions and even fewer allow unbounded
creation of new nonces (constants generated to ensure freshness of messages).
Indeed, most existing decidability results were obtained either under the ab-
straction that only a bounded number of nonces are ever created, or considering
only a bounded number of sessions of the protocol (see the recapitulative tables
pages 6 and 10 in [CDL06]).

In order to obtain decidability, many existing results bound the message
length in adopting a typing abstraction [Low99, RS03a, DLMS99, CKR+03], an
assumption according to which one can always tell the type of a given message.
While this appears as an unrealistic assumption in the general case, this paper
presents a simple way of justifying it. This question has been addressed in
[LYH04, HLS03] amongst others, and solved with tagging schemes.

In this paper, we show that when a protocol satisfies a reasonable syntactic
condition based on non-unifiability of subterms of different types - and belongs to
a class we will denote P, then the typing abstraction is correct for several security
properties, including for example secrecy and several forms of authentication.
Furthermore, the considered typing system here is much more fine-grained than
the one considered in [LYH04, HLS03], thus refining existing results by reducing
the search space to be handled. Indeed, we prove that a protocol in our class P
admits an attack if and only if it admits a “well-typed” attack with respect to
a stronger notion of typing.

Our class of protocols characterizes protocols in which an encrypted term
cannot be mistaken for another, unless they are of the same type. This notion
is often satisfied in protocols found in the literature (see [CJ97]) and, even when
the protocol is not well-formed, a light tagging like the one proposed in [BP05]
permits one to comply with the property and thus use our result.

This paper is a revised and extended version of [AD07]. Unlike the previ-
ous one, this work tackles a larger class of security properties. They are now
defined using the logic PS-LTL and characterized by a newly defined class that
includes not only secrecy but other interesting security properties related to
authentication and fairness. We also present extensive proofs of the results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the formalism
used throughout the paper, both for the description of the content of a message,
and for the capabilities of the intruder to decrypt messages and forge new ones.
Section 3 gives the model we consider for security protocols. In Section 4 we
present the logic used to describe the security properties to verify. We also
explain how to express, using this logic, several well known security properties.
Section 5 is dedicated to the statement, first informally and then in more details
of the main result of this paper, introducing in particular the typing system
considered.Then the formal proof together with the tools needed to write it can
be found in Section 6. Section 7 presents applications of this result, as well
as a discussion on the (un)decidability of the secrecy problem for the class of
protocols P. More precisely, we show that the number of sessions to consider to
find an attack on a protocol in P cannot be bounded in advance by a constant.
We finally conclude in Section 8. In order to help the reader keeping track of
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all notations and technical terms used in the paper, an index can be found just
after the bibliography.

Related work. Our work presents a reduction result of the search space to well-
typed runs for the class of protocols satisfying the criterion of “non-unifiability
of sub-terms” stated in [AN96]. Many works take this reduction result as
an assumption to prove decidability results, such as [Low99, RS03a, DLMS99,
CKR+03, HS06]. However, such an abstraction is not correct in general (this
can be seen by the attack present in the protocol ΠToy that we use as running
example here).

The closest work to ours is the one of J. Heather et al. [HLS03], where the
authors also present a reduction result of the search space to well-typed runs.
Indeed, they show that it is possible to label the terms of a protocol with static
tags such that the typing assumption is correct. However, their result does not
apply to protocols involving blind copies, i.e. variables with complex types, nor
complex keys. It doesn’t either apply to protocols that do not use static tags.
Our result is more general as it applies to protocols that satisfy non-unifiability
of subterms of different types, but not necessarily through the use of static tags.
Moreover, the reduction result presented in [HLS03] is more coarse grained, as
all nonces have the same type.

2. Messages and intruder capabilities

This section is dedicated first to the presentation of the formalism used
to describe the considered cryptographic primitives and messages. We then
precisely characterize the intruder capabilities, that is how the intruder can
decompose messages received in order to gain information, as well as how he
can construct new messages in order to fool the other participants.

2.1. Messages

We use an abstract term algebra to model the messages of a protocol. For this
we fix several disjoint sets. We consider an infinite set of agents A = {ε, a, b . . .}
with the special agent ε standing for the attacker, and an infinite set of agent
variables Z = {zA, zB , . . .}. Agent variables in Z will denote the roles of the
protocol. We also need to assume an infinite set of honest names N = {n,m . . .}
to model atomic data such as nonces, an infinite set of dishonest names N ε =
{mε, nε, nε,1, nε,2 . . .} standing for names generated by the attacker, and an infi-
nite set of term variables X = {x, y, x1, x2, . . .}. In what follows, we will often re-
fer to term variables simply as variables, in order to avoid unnecessary and cum-
bersome repetitions. We consider an infinite set of constants C = {c, d, c1, c2, . . .}
and the following signature F = {senc/2, aenc/2, sign/2, 〈 〉/2, h/1, pv/1, sh/2}.
These function symbols model cryptographic primitives. The symbol 〈 〉 repre-
sents pairing. The term senc(m, k) (resp. aenc(m, k)) represents the message
m encrypted with the symmetric (resp. asymmetric) key k whereas the term
sign(m, k) represents the message m signed by the key k. The function h models
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a hash function whereas pv(a) is used to model the private key of agent a, and
sh(a, b) is used to model the long-term symmetric key shared by agents a and b.
In order to avoid reasoning modulo the equational theory sh(z1, z2) = sh(z2, z1),
we equip the set A with a total order denoted <A, and will only allow keys
sh(a, b) with a <A b. We assume ε to be such that for all a ∈ A, ε <A a. The
set of terms T is defined inductively by the following grammar:

t, t1, t2, . . . ::= term
| a agent a ∈ A
| z agent variable z ∈ Z
| n name n ∈ N ∪N ε

| x term variable x ∈ X
| c constant c ∈ C
| pv(u) application of the symbol pv on u ∈ A ∪ Z
| sh(u1, u2) application of the symbol sh on u1, u2 ∈ A ∪ Z
| h(t) application of h
| f(t1, t2) application of symbol f ∈ {senc, aenc, sign, 〈 〉}

We say that a term is ground if no agent or term variable appears in it. We
add to the above grammar the restriction that any ground shared key sh(a, b)
with a, b ∈ A satisfies a <A b. We consider the usual notations for manipulating
terms. We write X (t) (resp. N (t), A(t), Z(t), C(t)) for the set of term variables
(resp. names, agents, agent variables, and constants) occurring in t. We write
St(t) for the set of subterms of a term t. Note that in our convention a key is a
subterm of an encrypted message. We then define the set of cryptographic sub-
terms of a term t as CryptSt(t) = {f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ St(t) | f ∈ {senc, aenc, sign, h}}.

Moreover we define Kε = {pv(ε)} ∪ {sh(ε, a) | a ∈ A}. Intuitively Kε repre-
sents the set of long-term keys of the attacker. An atom is a long-term key, an
agent name, a name or an agent or term variable.

Sometimes we’ll need to refer to the set of subterms not occurring only in
key position in t. For this reason, we define the set of plaintexts of a term t as
the set of atoms that occur in plaintext, i.e

• plaintext(h(u)) = plaintext(f(u, v)) = plaintext(u) for f ∈ {senc, aenc, sign},

• plaintext(〈u, v〉) = plaintext(u) ∪ plaintext(v), and

• plaintext(u) = {u} otherwise.

All these notions are extended to sets of terms and to other kinds of term
containers as expected.

A substitution is written σ = {x1 7→ t1, . . . , xn 7→ tn} where its domain is
dom(σ) = {x1, . . . , xn} ∈ (X ∪ Z)n. The substitution σ is ground if all the ti’s
are ground. The application of a substitution σ to a term t is written σ(t) or
tσ. Two terms t1 and t2 are unifiable if t1σ = t2σ for some substitution σ, that
is called a unifier ; σ is a most general unifier if for any other unifier θ of t1 and
t2 there exists a substitution θ′ such that t1θ = t1σθ

′ = t2θ = t2σθ
′. The most

general unifier is unique up to agent and term variable renaming. We denote
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by mgu(t1, t2) the most general unifier of t1 and t2 and write mgu(t1, t2) = ⊥ if
t1 and t2 are not unifiable. An algorithm for computing the mgu will be given
in Section 6.1.1.

Example 1. Let t = senc(〈n, a〉, sh(a, b)). We have that X (t) = Z(t) = ∅, i.e.
t is ground, N (t) = {n}, St(t) = {t, 〈n, a〉, sh(a, b), n, a, b}, plaintext(t) = {n, a}
and A(t) = {a, b}. The terms sh(a, b), a, b and n are atoms.

2.2. Intruder capabilities

We model the intruder’s ability to construct new messages by the deduction
system given in Figure 1. The intuitive meaning of these rules is that an intruder
can compose new messages by pairing, encrypting, signing and hashing previ-
ously known messages, provided he has the corresponding keys. Conversely, he
can decompose messages by projecting or decrypting provided he has the cor-
responding decryption keys. As can be seen in the rules and in the grammar
characterizing terms, we associate the encryption key of one agent to his name.
Indeed aenc(u, v) denotes the encryption of term u using v’s public key, and
pv(v) is the corresponding decryption key. Note that while we allow asymmet-
ric encryption under any term, we only allow decryption using a key of the form
pv(u) with u ∈ A ∪ Z. This amounts to associating the public key of partici-
pants to their identity. For a symmetric encryption senc(u, v), v denotes the key,
used for both encryption and decryption. Our optional rule expresses that an
intruder can retrieve the whole message from its signed version. Whether this
property holds depends on the actual signature scheme. Therefore we consider
this rule to be optional. Our results hold in both cases.

u v

〈u, v〉

u v

senc(u, v)

u v

aenc(u, v)

u v

sign(u, v)

u

h(u)

〈u, v〉

u

〈u, v〉

v

senc(u, v) v

u

aenc(u, v) pv(v)

u

sign(u, v)
(optional)

u

Figure 1: Intruder deduction system.

Definition 1 (deducible). We say that a term u is deducible from a set of
terms T , denoted T ` u, if there exists a tree such that its root is labelled by
u, its leaves are labelled with v ∈ T ∪ A ∪ Kε ∪ N ε ∪ C, and for every node

labelled by v having n sons labelled by v1, . . . , vn we have that
v1 . . . vn

v
is

an instance of one of the inference rules given in Figure 1.

Example 2. Given T1
def
= T0 ∪{aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b)} where T0 is any set of

terms, we have T1 ` aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b), ε〉, b) according to the follow-
ing tree.
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aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b) ε

〈aenc(〈aenc(n,1 b), a〉, b), ε〉 b

aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b), ε〉, b)

Now if T2
def
= T1 ∪ {aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, ε), b〉, ε)}, we have

T2 ` aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), ε〉, b) according the tree.

aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, ε), b〉, ε) pv(ε)

〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, ε), b〉

aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, ε) pv(ε)

〈aenc(n1, b), a〉

aenc(n1, b) ε

〈aenc(n1, b), ε〉 b

aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), ε〉, b)

And finally if T3
def
= T2 ∪ {aenc(〈aenc(n1, ε), b〉, ε)}, the following tree shows

that T3 ` n1.
aenc(〈aenc(n1, ε), b〉, ε) pv(ε)

〈aenc(n1, ε), b〉

aenc(n1, ε) pv(ε)

n1

3. Modeling security protocols

3.1. Syntax

We consider protocols specified in a language allowing parties to exchange
messages built from identities and randomly generated nonces using public and
symmetric key encryption and digital signatures. The individual behavior of
each protocol participant is defined by a role describing a sequence of events.
The main events we consider are communication events, i.e. message receptions
and message transmissions. To be able to specify a large class of security prop-
erties (a logic of properties is given in Section 4), we also consider status events.
Those events are issued by participants to mark different stages reached in the
execution of a protocol role.

Definition 2 (event). An event is one of the following:

• a communication event , i.e. a message reception denoted by rcv(rA, rB ,m)
or a message transmission denoted by snd(rA, rB ,m), where m is a term,
and rA, rB ∈ Z ∪ A; or
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• a status event of the form Q(r, t1, . . . , tn) where each ti is a term (not
necessarily ground), r ∈ Z∪A is the participant who generated the event,
and Q is a predicate symbol of arity n+ 1.

Typically, a status event gives information about the state of the principal
that generated it. For instance, we will consider status events that indicate that
the principal has started or finished an execution, and possibly with whom. The
set of agent and term variables of an event is defined as expected, considering
all the terms occurring in the event’s specification.

We will write i ∈ JnK for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Appending an event e to a se-
quence of events seq is written seq; e, and the concatenation of two sequences
seq1 and seq2 is written seq1@seq2. The function length has the usual meaning:
length([ ]) = 0 and length(seq; e) = 1 + length(seq). The prefix sequence consist-
ing of the first i events is denoted as seqi, with seq0 = [ ] and seqn = seq when
n ≥ length(seq).

We will denote Comms(seq), the restriction of the sequence of events seq
to its communication events, and seq(r) the restriction of seq to the events
initiated by r ∈ Z ∪ A, introduced in the following definition.

Definition 3. Given a sequence of events seq and an agent name or variable
p1 ∈ Z ∪ A, the restriction of seq to the actions initiated by p1 is formally
defined by:

seq(p1) =


[] if seq = []
[e]@seq′(p1) if seq = [e]@seq′ and e = snd(p1, p2, t)

or e = rcv(p1, p2, t)
or e = Q(p1, t1, ...tn)

seq′(p1) otherwise with seq = [e]@seq′

Definition 4 (Protocol). A protocol is a sequence of events Π = [e1; . . . ; e`]
satisfying the following conditions.

1. ∀rA, rB ∈ Z ∪ A, rA 6= rB ⇒
N (Π(rA)) ∩N (Π(rB)) = ∅ ∧ X (Π(rA)) ∩ X (Π(rB)) = ∅

2. Comms(Π) is of the form [e′1; e′′1 ; . . . ; e′m; e′′m], such that for all i ∈ JmK,
e′i = snd(ri, r

′
i, ui) and e′′i = rcv(r′i, ri, vi), and

(a) if x ∈ X (ui), then there exists j ∈ Ji− 1K such that x ∈ X (vj),
(b) there exists a tuple of substitutions (δ1, ..., δm) with δi 6= ⊥ and{

δ1 = mgu(u1, v1),
δk = mgu(ukδ1 . . . δk−1, vkδ1 . . . δk−1)

The substitution δΠ = δ1 . . . δm is called the honest substitution of
Π.

3. ∀i ∈ J`K, if ei = Q(rA, t1, . . . , tn), then
∀j ∈ JnK, ∀x ∈ X (tj), ∃rB ∈ Z ∪ A, ∃k ∈ JiK,

ek = rcv(rA, rB , t) ∧ x ∈ X (t)
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4. ri, r
′
i ∈ Z ∪ A

5. ∀z ∈ Z(Π), ∃i ∈ J`K such that
ei = snd(z, z′, t) ∨ ei = rcv(z, z′, t) ∨ ei = Q(z, t1, . . . , tn)

The set of participants of a protocol is the set Partcpts(Π) = {r ∈ Z ∪ A |
Π(r) 6= []}. The restriction of a protocol to the actions initiated by one of its
participants is called a role.

The first condition states that, in a protocol specification, each nonce ap-
pears in the events initiated by at most one participant of the protocol. This
corresponds to the fact that each nonce is generated by a unique participant.
This also holds for the term variables occurring in the specification of the proto-
col. Condition 2 restricts protocols to sequences of events in which each emission
corresponds to a reception (and vice versa). This allows in particular to exclude
a certain number of “protocols” that don’t have a “normal execution” (i.e. with
only honest participants following the protocol). Conditions 3 and 2a combined
with Condition 1 ensure that a term variable is used in a status event or an
emission initiated by a participant only if he has indeed previously received the
particular term variable. Indeed, Condition 1 enforces that ri = r′j in Con-
dition 2a. Condition 3 is often referred to in the literature as the origination
property. The last two conditions ensure that all the agent variables in the
protocol specification will be instantiated by agent names in any symbolic trace
and thus in any execution of the protocol.

Example 3. As an illustrative example we will consider all along this paper the
following toy protocol ΠToy that can be informally described as follows.

a → b : {{n}b, a}b
b → a : {{n}a, b}a

where {m}c denotes encryption of message m with c’s public key. This protocol
is composed of two messages exchanged between participants a and b. First a
generates the secret n, encrypts it with b’s public key, concatenates his iden-
tity, and encrypts with b’s public key before sending to b the whole message. b
acknowledges the receipt of a’s message by decrypting it twice with his private
key, re-encrypting with a’s public key, and including his own identity. Using
the previously introduced formalism, this protocol corresponds to the following
sequence of events.

ΠToy =


snd(za, zb, aenc(〈aenc(n, zb), za〉, zb));
rcv(zb, za, aenc(〈aenc(x, zb), za〉, zb));
snd(zb, za, aenc(〈aenc(x, za), zb〉, za));
rcv(za, zb, aenc(〈aenc(n, za), zb〉, za))


It illustrates in particular that one message sent in a protocol corresponds to two

events: the sending of the message and the expected reception of this message.
Following Definition 4, the honest substitution of ΠToy is δΠToy

= {x 7→ n}. This
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protocol has two participants za and zb and their respective roles are described
below.

ΠToy(za) =

[
snd(za, zb, aenc(〈aenc(n, zb), za〉, zb));
rcv(za, zb, aenc(〈aenc(n, za), zb〉, za))

]

ΠToy(zb) =

[
rcv(zb, za, aenc(〈aenc(x, zb), za〉, zb));
snd(zb, za, aenc(〈aenc(x, za), zb〉, za))

]
3.2. Semantics

In our model, a session corresponds to the instantiation of one role. This
means in particular that one “normal execution” of a k-party protocol requires k
sessions (one per role). We may want to consider several sessions corresponding
to different instantiations of a same role. Since the adversary may block, redirect
and send new messages, the sessions might be interleaved in many ways. Such
an interleaving is captured by the notion of scenario.

Definition 5 (scenario). A scenario for a k-party protocol Π is a couple sc =
(intl, α) with the considered interleaving intl and instantiation for agent vari-
ables α : (N × Z) → A. The sequence intl = [(r1, sid1); · · · ; (rn, sidn)] is such
that ri is a participant of Π, sid i is a session identifier such that for every i,
sid i ∈ N, the number of identical occurrences of a pair (r, sid) is at most the
length of the role Π(r), and sid i = sid j implies ri = rj . The function α is such
that for all i ∈ JnK and for all r ∈ Z(Π), α(sidi, r) is defined.

The condition on identical occurrences ensures that a session consists of no
more events than specified by the corresponding role. The last condition ensures
that a session number corresponds precisely to one instance of one role. We say
that (r, s) ∈ sc if (r, s) is an element of the sequence intl. The last condition
ensures that all agent variables will be instantiated by an agent identity in the
corresponding symbolic trace (Definition 6).

Given a scenario, we define a symbolic trace, that is the sequence of events
corresponding to the interleaving of the scenario, for which the agent variables
have been instantiated by agent names, fresh nonces are generated and term
variables are renamed to avoid name collisions between different sessions.

Definition 6 (symbolic trace). Let Π be a k-party protocol with a set of
participants Partcpts(Π) = {r1, . . . , rk} and respective roles Π(ri) = [ei1; . . . ; ei`i ]
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Given a scenario sc = ([(r1, sid1); · · · ; (rn, sidn)], α), the symbolic trace tr =
[e1; . . . ; en] associated to sc is defined as follows. Let qi = #{(rj , sid j) ∈ sc |
j ≤ i, sid j = sid i}, i.e. the number of occurrences to this point in sc of the
session sid i. We have qi ≤ length(Π(ri)) and ei = µri,sidi(e

i
qi), where µr,sid is a

function from terms to terms

• µr,sid(n) = nsid if n ∈ N (Π), where nsid is a fresh term name in N ;

• µr,sid(z) = α(sid , z) if z ∈ Z(Π);
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• µr,sid(x) = xsid if x ∈ X (Π), where xsid is a fresh variable in X .

• µr,sid(sh(p1, p2)) = sh(µr,sid(pi), µr,sid(pj)), where {i, j} = {1, 2} and
µr,sid(pi) <A µr,sid(pj);

• µr,sid(u) = u if u ∈ C ∪ A;

• µr,sid(f(u1, . . . , un)) = f(µr,sid(u1), . . . , µr,sid(un)), where f ∈ F but f 6=
sh.

A session sid is said to be honest w.r.t. α when ∀z ∈ Z(Π), α(sid , z) ∈ Ar {ε}.

Intuitively, a session sid is honest if all of its participants, from the point of view
of the agent executing session sid , are honest (i.e. 6= ε). Note that a symbolic
trace does not contain agent variables, but may of course contain term variables
in X .

Example 4. scToy = (intl, α), with

• the interleaving intl = [(za, 1); (zb, 2); (zb, 2); (zb, 3); (zb, 3)], and

• the instantiation function α defined by α(1, za) = a, α(1, zb) = α(2, zb) =
α(3, zb) = b and α(2, za) = α(3, za) = ε,

is a scenario for the protocol of Example 3 page 8. This scenario engages 3
sessions: session 1 initiated by agent a, and sessions 2 and 3 initiated by agent
b. In session 1, agent a wants to execute role za with b as zb. In sessions 2
and 3, agent b wants to execute role zb with the intruder ε as za. The following
symbolic trace trToy corresponds to scToy.

trToy =


snd(a, b, aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b));
rcv(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(x2, b), ε〉, b));
snd(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(x2, ε), b〉, ε));
rcv(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(x3, b), ε〉, b));
snd(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(x3, ε), b〉, ε))


An execution trace is a ground instance of such a symbolic trace. As usual,

we are only interested in valid execution traces - those traces where the attacker
only sends messages that he can actually compute from his initial knowledge
and the messages he has seen on the network so far.

Definition 7 (knowledge of a trace tr). Let tr be a trace. The knowledge
gained by the intruder with tr is the set of terms given by the following formula.

K(tr) = {u | snd(r, r′, u) ∈ tr}

Definition 8 (valid execution trace). Let T0 be a finite set of ground terms
(intuitively T0 represents the initial knowledge of the attacker). A ground ex-
ecution exec = [e1; . . . ; e`] is valid w.r.t. T0 if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `, whenever
ei = rcv(a, b,m), we have that T0 ∪ K(execi−1) ` m.
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Example 5. Reusing the symbolic trace of Example 4 and applying the substi-
tution σ = {x2 7→ 〈aenc(n1, b), a〉;x3 7→ n1} we obtain a valid execution. The
intruder can indeed, given his knowledge at that time of the trace, create every
message that is received by any agent, as illustrated in the two first derivations
of Example 2 page 5.

4. Security properties

This section is dedicated to the presentation of the logic we will use in the
remaining of this paper. We first present PS-LTL, a linear time logic with past
modalities presented in [CES06] and then illustrate the expressivity of this logic
by formalizing several security properties in PS-LTL.

4.1. PS-LTL

Definition 9. A formula of PS-LTL is an expression φ defined by the following
grammar

φ ::= true | Q(t1, . . . , tn) | learn(t1) | C(t1)
| ¬φ | φ ∨ φ | Yφ | φSφ | ∃x, φ

where t1, . . . , tn are terms and x ∈ X .

In the sequel, we assume that formulas are closed , i.e. they contain no
free variables, and that each variable is quantified at most once (this can be
easily ensured by renaming). We also assume that the variables occurring in a
formula φ are disjoint from the variables occurring in the considered symbolic
trace tr.

Formulas are interpreted at some position along an execution as stated in
Definition 10.

Definition 10 (concrete validity). Let φ be a closed PS-LTL formula, exec
be an execution and T0 be a finite set of ground terms. We define 〈exec, T0〉 |= φ
as:

〈exec, T0〉 |= true
〈exec, T0〉 |= learn(m) iff T0 ∪ K(exec) ` m
〈exec, T0〉 |= ¬φ iff 〈exec, T0〉 6|= φ
〈exec, T0〉 |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iff 〈exec, T0〉 |= φ1 or 〈exec, T0〉 |= φ2

〈exec, T0〉 |= ∃x, φ iff there exists a ground term t such that
〈exec, T0〉 |= φ{x 7→ t}

〈exec, T0〉 |= Q(t1, . . . , tn) iff exec = exec′; Q(t1, . . . , tn)
〈exec, T0〉 |= C(u) iff T0 ` pv(u) or T0 ` sh(u, v) for some v 6= ε
〈exec, T0〉 |= Yφ iff exec = exec′; e and 〈exec′, T0〉 |= φ
〈exec, T0〉 |= φ1Sφ2 iff ∃i ∈ [0, length(exec)] such that 〈execi, T0〉 |= φ2

and ∀j ∈ [i+ 1, length(exec)], 〈execj , T0〉 |= φ1

11



While most of these operators are very usual, we can here informally give the
meaning of the more specific ones. learn(m) means that the intruder can deduce
the term m from his current knowledge. C(u) denotes the fact that agent u is
compromised, i.e. either u is the intruder or he is not but the intruder knows
his private key or a key u shares with another “honest” agent. We will use in
the following the notation NC(u) for ¬C(u). Last, the temporal operator Yφ
(yesterday) means that φ was true at the previous step, and φ1Sφ2 that φ2 held
some time in the past and that φ1 has been true ever since. We use the notation
♦φ, also called “once” as a shortcut for trueSφ. Furthermore we use the usual
notations ∀x, φ for ¬∃x,¬φ and φ1 ∧ φ2 for ¬((¬φ1) ∨ (¬φ2)).

In the following, all the security properties we will consider will belong to
a particular subclass of PS-LTL, namely PS-LTL−. In order to introduce this
subclass we first need to define positive and negative subformulas.

Sf−(φ)
def
=


Sf+(φ1) if φ = ¬φ1

Sf−(φ1) ∪ Sf−(φ2) if φ = φ1 ∨ φ2 or φ = φ1Sφ2

Sf−(φ1) if φ = Yφ1 or φ = ∃x, φ1

∅ otherwise,

Sf+(φ)
def
= {φ} ∪


Sf−(φ1) if φ = ¬φ1

Sf+(φ1) ∪ Sf+(φ2) if φ = φ1 ∨ φ2 or φ = φ1Sφ2

Sf+(φ1) if φ = Yφ1 or φ = ∃x, φ1

∅ otherwise.

As expected, we define Sf(φ)
def
= Sf−(φ) ∪ Sf+(φ).

Example 6. Consider the following secrecy property

φ = ¬∃x,♦(Secret(a, a, b, x)) ∧ learn(x)

that requires that no term x that has been declared by agent a as secret between
agents a and b is known to the attacker. We have the following sets:

Sf+(φ) = {φ}
Sf−(φ) = {∃x,♦(Secret(a, a, b, x)) ∧ learn(x),♦(Secret(a, a, b, x)) ∧ learn(x),

♦(Secret(a, a, b, x)),Secret(a, a, b, x), learn(x)}

Definition 11 (PS-LTL±). PS-LTL− is the subset of PS-LTL containing
only universal quantifiers and in which learn(t) only occurs negatively, i.e.

PS-LTL− = {φ ∈ PS-LTL | φ = ∀x1, . . .∀xn, φ′,
φ closed
no quantifier appears in φ′ and
∀t ∈ T , learn(t) 6∈ Sf+(φ′) }
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PS-LTL+ is the subset of PS-LTL containing only existential formulas and in
which learn(t) only occurs positively, i.e.

PS-LTL+ = {φ ∈ PS-LTL | φ = ∃x1, . . .∃xn, φ′,
φ closed
no quantifier appears in φ′ and
∀t ∈ T , learn(t) 6∈ Sf−(φ′) }

We will often refer to the set of formulas in PS-LTL+as attack formulas.

4.2. Security properties

This subsection illustrates the expressivity of PS-LTL, showing in particular
how several security properties concerning secrecy and authentication can be
expressed using status events and a formula in PS-LTL−.

4.2.1. Secrecy

Secrecy is a security property that characterizes the inability for the intruder
to learn a specified term, for example a nonce generated by a participant. More
precisely, it states that if an agent has generated a nonce in a session of the
protocol with non-compromised agents, then this nonce should never be learned
by the intruder. To do so we need to add a status event Secret that is produced
just after the creation of this nonce and by the agent who created it. The secrecy
property can then be expressed as follows.

φS = ∀y,∀y1...∀yk,∀z, [♦(Secret(y, y1, . . . , yk, z)) ∧
∧
i∈JkK

NC(yi)]⇒ ¬learn(z)

Example 7. The protocol ΠToypresented in Example 3 page 8, to which we add
the status event Secret(za, za, zb, n) saying that za has generated a nonce n in a
session involving za and zb, does not satisfy secrecy for nonce n. The secrecy
requirement can be expressed using the formula below.
∀y,∀y1∀y2,∀z, [♦(Secret(y, y1, y2, z)) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2)]⇒ ¬learn(z)
The execution obtained applying the substitution of Example 5 page 11 to the

symbolic trace of Example 4 page 10 is indeed an attack since: on the one hand
n1 has been generated in a session only involving honest agents and on the other
hand the intruder can deduce n1 from aenc(〈aenc(x3, ε), b〉, ε) using decryption
with his own key, depairing and decryption again.

4.2.2. Aliveness

Aliveness is the weakest authentication property in Lowe’s hierarchy [Low97].
It states that whenever an agent a finishes a non-compromised session, allegedly
with another agent b, then b must have once started a session of the same
protocol. This definition is quite weak since there is no additional condition on
the role b played or who else was involved in this session. In order to express
this property, for a protocol involving z1, ..., zk, we need to insert two status
events per role.
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First, at the beginning of the description of the protocol, we add the status
events Starti(zi) (for all i ∈ JkK) then, at the end of the protocol, we add the
status events Endi(zi, z1, ..., zk) (for all i ∈ JkK) meaning that zi has finished
executing the protocol with participants z1, ..., zk. The aliveness property can
then be expressed as follows.

φA = ∀y,∀y1, . . .∀yk,∧
j∈JkK

[(Endj(y, y1, ..., yk) ∧
∧

i∈JkK
NC(yi))⇒

∧
i∈JkK

i 6=j

∨
h∈JkK

♦(Starth(yi))]

Example 8. Adding the above mentioned status events to ΠToy gives the pro-
tocol:

ΠToy =


Start1(za);Start2(zb);
snd(za, zb, aenc(〈aenc(n, zb), za〉, zb));
rcv(zb, za, aenc(〈aenc(x, zb), za〉, zb));
snd(zb, za, aenc(〈aenc(x, za), zb〉, za));
rcv(za, zb, aenc(〈aenc(n, za), zb〉, za));
End1(za, za, zb);End2(zb, za, zb)


for which the aliveness can be expressed by the formula

∀y,∀y1,∀y2,
(End1(y, y1, y2) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2))⇒ (♦(Start1(y2)) ∨ ♦(Start2(y2))

∧ (End2(y, y1, y2) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2))⇒ (♦(Start1(y1)) ∨ ♦(Start2(y1))

Considering the scenario sc = [(zb, 1); (zb, 1); (zb, 1); (zb, 1)] and a function α
defined by α(1, za) = a and α(1, zb) = b we obtain the following symbolic trace.
Start2(b); rcv(b, a, aenc(〈aenc(x1, b), a〉, b)); snd(b, a, aenc(〈aenc(x1, a), b〉, a));

End2(b, a, b)
Considering the substitution σ = {x1 7→ ε} we can see that the intruder can
generate the only message received by b using pairing and encryption with b’s
public key. Thus b can run a session to its end, thinking that he is commu-
nicating with a but without a ever running any session of the protocol, which
consequently breaks aliveness.

4.2.3. Weak agreement

Weak agreement is an authentication property slightly stronger than alive-
ness. It states that whenever an agent a finishes a non-compromised session
allegedly with another agent b then b must have once started a session of the
same protocol in which a was also believed to take part. Again there is no
additional condition on the role b played in this session. In order to express
this property, for a protocol involving z1, ..., zk, we need to insert new status
events. First at the beginning of the description of the protocol we insert the
status events Startij(zi, zj) for every couple of roles with i 6= j, stating that zi
playing role i has started a session, allegedly communicating (among others)
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with zj playing role j. Then at the end of the protocol we insert one status
event Endi(zi, z1, ..., zk) per role, meaning that zi playing role i has finished ex-
ecuting the protocol with participants (z1, ..., zk). With these status events the
following formula expresses weak agreement.

φWA = ∀y,∀y1, . . .∀yk,∧
i∈JkK

[(Endi(y, y1, ..., yk) ∧
∧

j∈JkK
NC(yj))⇒

∧
j∈JkK

j 6=i

∨
h1∈JkK

h2∈JkK

♦(Starth1h2
(yj , yi))]

Example 9. Adding the above mentioned status events to ΠToy gives the fol-
lowing protocol.

ΠToy =


Start12(za, zb);Start21(zb, za);
snd(za, zb, aenc(〈aenc(n, zb), za〉, zb));
rcv(zb, za, aenc(〈aenc(x, zb), za〉, zb));
snd(zb, za, aenc(〈aenc(x, za), zb〉, za));
rcv(za, zb, aenc(〈aenc(n, za), zb〉, za));
End1(za, za, zb);End2(zb, za, zb)


for which the weak agreement can be expressed by the formula

∀y,∀y1,∀y2,
(End1(y, y1, y2) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2))⇒(♦(Start12(y2, y1)) ∨ ♦(Start21(y2, y1)))
∧(End2(y, y1, y2) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2))⇒(♦(Start12(y1, y2)) ∨ ♦(Start21(y1, y2)))

Since our protocol does not satisfy the (weaker) aliveness property, it does not
satisfy weak agreement either.

4.2.4. Non-injective agreement

The last security property we will consider in detail in this paper is a re-
stricted version of Lowe’s non-injective agreement. In addition to the weak
agreement property described above, it gives information about the roles the
two agents played in their respective sessions and the data exhanged during
those. It states that whenever an agent a finishes a non-compromised session,
playing role i allegedly with another agent b playing role j, and thinking that
they both have agreed on some value t, then b must have once started a session
of the same protocol in which he played role j, in which a was playing role i,
and also thinks they have agreed on this same value t.

In order to express this property, we reuse the status events introduced for
weak agreement. For simplicity we omit the agreement on the data t, and only
focus on the agreement on the participants to the sessions. But it is easy to also
include agreement on data values different from agent names. The non-injective
agreement can then be expressed using the following formula.
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φNIA = ∀y,∀y1, . . .∀yk,∧
i∈JkK

[(Endi(y, y1, ..., yk) ∧
∧

j∈JkK
NC(yj))⇒

∧
j∈JkK

i 6=j

♦(Startji(yj , yi))]

Example 10. We can reuse the protocol of Example 9 for which the weak agree-
ment can be expressed by the formula below.

∀y,∀y1,∀y2, [(End1(y, y1, y2) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2))⇒ (♦(Start21(y2, y1)))]
∧[(End2(y, y1, y2) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2))⇒ (♦(Start12(y1, y2)))]

Since our protocol does not satisfy the (weaker) aliveness property, it does not
satisfy weak agreement either.

Using formulas of PS-LTL− it is also possible to capture properties like fair-
ness which is relevant in electronic contract signing protocols, or as temporary
secrecy which is important in electronic voting protocols. We will not detail here
the formalisation of these properties. We refer the interested reader to [CDD07]
for formal definitions of fairness and temporary secrecy in PS-LTL−.

5. Well-formed protocols and well-typed attacks

In this section, we present the main result of the paper. It states that for
well-formed protocols (i.e. with non-unifiable subterms), for the verification of a
class of interesting security properties, including those described in section 4.2,
we only need to consider well-typed runs of the protocol when looking for an
attack. In other words, we exhibit a class of protocols and a class of properties
for which the typing abstraction (with respect to the type system that will be
introduced in section 5.2) is correct.

The section starts with an informal statement of the results, followed by
the introduction of the strong typing system we use to restrict the search space
for attacks. We can then present more formally our main theorem (Theorem 1
page 27). The formal proof of this result is given in Section 6.3.

5.1. What do we prove?

Before introducing the formal definition of our typing system and stating
precisely the main result of this paper, we first try to present all these notions
informally.

The strength of Theorem 1 lies in the fact that, under certain conditions
on the protocol and the property, we significantly reduce the search space for
attacks. To do so we introduce a very strong typing system.
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Typing system. The particularity of our typing system is that a different type is
introduced for every nonce and every constant appearing in the protocol. The
interest of this distinctness is that in the end we will prove that there is no need
to consider attacks that are not well-typed, for example attacks in which a nonce
is reused where it is not supposed to be, or in which a more complex message
is used instead of a simple nonce. Hence the stronger the typing system, the
more powerful the result. Our type system is a refinement of the one introduced
in [HLS03].

A protocol is said to be well-typed whenever any given status event is always
used with parameters of the same types. In other words for two occurrences
of the same status event in a protocol, the types of the parameters in both
occurrences are coherent (see Definition 15 page 21). A formula is said to be
well-typed when it is in coherence with the types induced by the protocol. More
precisely it requires that a variable from the formula is given exactly one type,
that the corrupted function C is only applied to agent type terms and that
whenever an agent name appears in the formula as the parameter of a status
event, this parameter has type agent in the protocol.

Class of protocols. Our result does not apply to all protocols but to a reasonable
subset. We require that:

• the protocol is well-typed

• asymmetric encryption is used coherently, i.e. whenever the subterm
aenc(u, v) occurs in Π, then v is of type agent, denoted α

• Two encrypted subterms of a symbolic trace of the protocol that don’t
have the same type are not unifiable.

The third condition seems to be the most restrictive one. In particular our toy
example does not satisfy it (see Example 17 page 24). However, this restriction
is not as drastic as it may appear. Indeed, we prove in Section 7.1 that, even for
protocols that would not satisfy this condition, a light tagging scheme would,
without limiting the possible honest executions of the protocol, make it fit in
our characterization.

We will illustrate the notions presented in this section on a simple protocol.
Since we want to use the simple and informal notation of Example 3 page 8, we
need to introduce the notation a : Q(a, t1, ..., tn) for status events introduced in
Section 3.1 of the paper.

Example 11. Let us now consider the following protocol Πex.

a → b : {1, a,Na, N ′a}b
b : Secret(b, a, b,Nb)
b → a : {2, Nb, Na}a
a → b : {3, Nb, Na}b

In this protocol agent a generates two nonces, adds a constant 1 and his
identity and sends it encrypted with b’s public key. Agent b generates a nonce,
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that is supposed to remain secret, and sends it back to a together with the first
nonce a sent and a new constant 2, all encrypted with a’s public key. Agent a
then decrypts the received message and sends back both nonces together with the
constant 3 back to b and encrypted with b’s public key.

Now since there is just one occurrence of a status event, the protocol is ob-
viously well-typed. Furthermore asymmetric encryption is used coherently (only
agent names are used as public keys). For the last condition, each encrypted
subterm generated in the protocol has to contain a different constant which, as
we will see in Section 7.1, enforces the non unifiability of subterms of different
types as desired. This protocol thus belongs to our class.

Class of properties. The class of properties to which our result applies is defined
with respect to a given protocol. It requires several conditions, among which
the well-typedness of the formula. It is worth noting in particular that the
properties of secrecy and authentication introduced in Section 4.2 belong to
this class for any reasonable protocol of the above class, reasonable meaning
roughly speaking that all status events necessary for the property are in the
protocol and have been introduced as suggested in Section 4.2.

Example 12. On our example protocol Πex, we want to ensure that if b starts a
session, allegedly with a non corrupted agent, then the nonce Nb is never learned
by the intruder. This can be expressed as follows.

Φex = ∀y,∀y1,∀y2,∀z, [♦(Secret(y, y1, y2, z))∧NC(y1)∧NC(y2)]⇒ ¬learn(z)

Our result. Using the previously defined classes of protocols and properties,
Theorem 1 can be informally stated as follows.

Given a protocol Π and a property φ belonging to the above classes, then if
the protocol admits an attack on φ (i.e. a valid execution that does not satisfy
φ) the protocol also admits a well-typed attack on φ, i.e. an attack in which
each subterm of each message has the type decided by the original protocol.

As said before, this significantly reduces the search space when looking for
attacks as we just need to check well-typed executions. In particular, this result
implies that the size of messages to consider is bounded by the maximal size of
a message in the protocol, as established in Corollary 1 page 47.

Example 13. As illustrated in the two previous examples, protocol Πex and
formula Φex belong to our classes of protocol and formula respectively. Our
result then applies and ensures that if an attack exists, a well-typed one also
exists. This does not mean that only well-typed attacks exist, as we will illustrate
now. The following informal trace corresponds to a badly typed attack. In this
attack, a is willing to communicate with the intruder i, but b believes he is
talking to a. The nonce generated by b thus should remain secret from the
intruder, which is not the case. To take into account the fact that the intruder
can steal/forge messages, in the following executions all messages created by
honest agents are sent to the intruder and only he can send messages to those
agents, possibly pretending to be someone else (notation ε(x)). Note that at each
step the intruder can create all the received messages.
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a → ε : {1, a,Na, N ′a}ε
ε(a) → b : {1, a,Na, 〈N ′a, N ′a〉}b
b : Secret(b, a, b,Nb)
b → ε(a) : {2, Nb, Na}a
ε → a : {2, Nb, Na}a
a → ε : {3, Nb, Na}ε
ε(a) → b : {3, Nb, Na}b

In the previous attack the intruder uses the fact that a wants to initiate a
session with him to start a session with b, pretending to be a, and fools b in
doing so. He decrypts a’s message to himself and encrypts it for b, pretending
to be a. Agent b doesn’t notice that the message comes from the intruder and
follows the protocol, appending his nonce and sending the message, allegedly to
a. The intruder then uses a to decrypt this message and get b’s nonce that he
can then resend. It is an attack since the secret of b is supposed to be known
only by a and b and ε manages to get it. The attack is not well-typed since b
receives a pair 〈N ′a, N ′a〉 when he was just expecting a nonce. Note that since b
expects a nonce, hence an unidentified data, he cannot notice that the received
data is a pair and not a nonce.

The previous badly-typed attack has a corresponding well-typed version, that
is given below.

a → ε : {1, a,Na, N ′a}ε
ε(a) → b : {1, a,Na, N ′a}b
b : Secret(b, a, b,Nb)
b → ε(a) : {2, Nb, Na}a
ε → a : {2, Nb, Na}a
a → ε : {3, Nb, Na}ε
ε(a) → b : {3, Nb, Na}b

This example shows that a protocol in our class can still have an attack,
and even a badly-typed one. Our result claims that, even though such badly-
typed executions may exist, there is no need to consider them to prove that the
protocol satisfies or not a property.

5.2. Types

The goal of this section is to define the typing relation, denoted E . z : τ ,
which in the typing environment E associates the type τ to the term or predicate
z. The notion of well-typed execution, is defined on top of this typing relation.

Definition 12 (Typing environment). A typing environment E is a pair
〈Π, φ〉 with:

• a protocol Π, and

• a formula φ ∈ PS-LTL−.
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We define the set of names and variables of E as follows

N (E) = {n, nsid , nε,k | n ∈ N (Π) ∧ nsid ∈ N ∧ nε,k ∈ N ε ∧ sid , k ∈ N}
X (E) = {x, xsid | x ∈ X (Π), sid ∈ N} ∪ X (φ)

Before defining the typing relation ., we need to determine the set of con-
sidered types. This set is built from the specification of the protocol Π.

Definition 13 (Type induced by Π). For each nonce n ∈ N (Π) we intro-
duce a new type νn which will be associated to it. For each constant c ∈ C we
introduce a new type γc which will be associated to it. We also introduce the
type α which will be associated to agents, and the undefined type ω. The set
of types induced by Π is defined by the following grammar.

τ, τ1, . . . ::= α
| νn n ∈ N (Π)
| γc c ∈ C
| ω
| pv(α)
| sh(α, α)
| f(τ1, . . . , τn) f ∈ {〈〉, senc, aenc, sign, h}

The undefined type ω is introduced to be associated to objects to which
Π doesn’t give a type, in other words status events, nonces and variables not
appearing in Π.

Definition 14 (Typing relation E .z : τ). Let Π be a protocol, φ be a for-
mula, τ be a type induced by Π, and z be a term or a predicate. We will say
that z is of type τ in the environment E = 〈Π, φ〉, denoted E . z : τ , if there
exists a tree whose nodes are labelled with expressions of the form E . z′ : τ ′

and such that:

• the root is labelled with E .z : τ ,

• the leaves have an empty label,

• for every node labelled E .z′ : τ ′ with sons labelled

E .z′1 : τ ′1 . . . E .z′n : τ ′n, we have that
E .z′1 : τ ′1 . . . E .z′n : τ ′n

E .z′ : τ ′
is an

instance of one of the inference rules given in Figure 2.

In Definition 13 we introduced the type α for typing agent names and vari-
ables. This is precisely what rule (1) describes. Similarly, for all i ∈ JmK we
introduced the type γi for the constant ci and rule (6) precisely assigns γi to
ci. In Definition 13 we also introduced a different type νi for each nonce ni ap-
pearing in the specification of Π with the purpose of typing each instance nsidi
with type νi. This is precisely what rules (3) and (5) do. Furtheremore, we give
the intruder as many nonces of type νi as he needs (rule (4)). It is important to
note that in this way our type system (rules (3)-(6)) associates a different type
to each nonce and each constant occurring in Π. To nonces and variables not
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t ∈ A ∪ Z
E . t : α

(1)

t ∈ (N ∪ X ) r (N (E) ∪ X (E))
E . t : ω

(2)

n ∈ N (Π)
E . n : νn

(3)

n ∈ N (Π)
E . nε,k : νn

(4)

n ∈ N (Π)
E . nsid : νn

(5)

c ∈ C
E . c : γc

(6)

E . t1 : τ1 . . . E . tn : τn
f ∈ F

E . f(t1, . . . , tn) : f(τ1, . . . , τn)
(7)

E . δΠ(x) : τ
x ∈ X (Π)

E . x : τ
(8)

E . δΠ(x) : τ
x ∈ X (Π)

E . xsid : τ
(9)

E . t1 : τ1 . . . E . tn : τn
Q(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Evts(Π)

E . Q : τ1 × · · · × τn
(10)

∀t1, . . . , tn,
Q(t1, . . . , tn) 6∈ Evts(Π)E . Q : ω

(11)

E . Q : τ1 × · · · × τn i ∈ JnK
Q(u1, . . . , un) ∈ Sf(φ)
ui ∈ XE . ui : τi

(12)

Figure 2: Typing rules

appearing in the specification of Π we just assign the undefined type ω (rule
(2)). Variables of a symbolic trace are assigned with their “expected type”, that
is the type that honest agents expect for the terms that will be instantiating
them (rules (8) and (9)). Finally, the types of variables occuring in a formula
are derived from the types prescribed by the protocol specification (rules (10)-
(12)). Indeed, the protocol specification imposes a type on each status event Q
(rules (10) and (11)), which imposes the type of the variables appearing under
Q in the considered formula (rule (12)). Rule (7) prescribes how the type of a
complex term is derived from the types of its direct subterms in the expected
way.

Definition 15 (Well-typed protocol). We say that a protocol Π = [e1; . . . ; e`]
is well-typed in the typing environment E whenever ∀i, j ∈ J`K, if we have
ei = Q(p, u1, . . . , uq) and ej = Q(p′, v1, . . . , vr), then q = r and for all k ∈ JqK
there exists a unique type τk 6= ω such that E . uk : τk and E . vk : τk.
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In other words, all occurrences of Q in Π have the same type in the above type
system. Concerning formulas, the following definition characterises the formulas
which are in accordance with the types induced by Π.

Example 14. The three versions of protocol ΠToy introduced in Examples 7 to 9
pages 13 to 15 are all well-typed since each status event appears at most once in
the protocol.

Definition 16 (Well-typed formula). We say that φ ∈ PS-LTL− is well-
typed in the environment E if

• for all x ∈ X (φ), there exists a unique type τ 6= ω such that E . x : τ ,

• for all C(u) ∈ Sf(φ), E . u : α,

• for all Q(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Sf(φ) with E . Q : τ1 × · · · × τn, for all i ∈ JnK, if
ti ∈ A, then τi = α.

The above definition requires that all variables appearing in the formula are
given exactly one valid type (not undefined), that the corrupted function C is
only applied to terms of agent type and that if an agent name appears as a
parameter of a status event in the formula, then this parameter has type agent
in the protocol.

Example 15. All formulas of Section 4.2 are, if used with a reasonable protocol,
well-typed. As an example, let us consider the protocol and formula of Example 8
page 14.

∀y,∀y1,∀y2,
(End1(y, y1, y2) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2))⇒ (♦(Start1(y2)) ∨ ♦(Start2(y2))

∧ (End2(y, y1, y2) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2))⇒ (♦(Start1(y1)) ∨ ♦(Start2(y1)))

All variables are used first in status event End1 which gives them type α, which
in turn ensures all three conditions of well-typedness.

The following lemma establishes that our type system is coherent, and in
particular that we have indeed defined a typing relation, i.e. given a term t, the
typing relation . in the well-typed environment E attribues one and only one
type to t.

Lemma 1. Let Π be a protocol and φ a formula such that Π and φ are well-
typed in the typing environment E = 〈Π, φ〉. Given a term t, there is exactly
one type τ such that E . t : τ .

The proof of this lemma is rather simple and done by induction on t, using
the typing rules of Figure 2 page 21.
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Definition 17 (E . σ). Let Π be a protocol and φ a formula such that Π and
φ are well-typed in the typing environment E = 〈Π, φ〉. We will say that a
substitution σ = {x1 7→ t1, . . . , xn 7→ tn} is well-typed in the environment E ,
denoted E . σ, if for all i ∈ JnK and for all types τi

E . xi : τi ⇔ E . ti : τi

Lemma 2. Let Π be a protocol and φ a formula such that Π and φ are well-
typed in the typing environment E = 〈Π, φ〉. Given a term t, a type τ and a
substitution σ. If E . t : τ and E . σ, then E . tσ : τ .

The proof of this lemma is rather simple and done again by induction on t,
using the typing rules of Figure 2 page 21.

5.3. Considering only well-typed attacks

Before presenting the main result of the paper and the intermediate propo-
sitions used to prove this theorem, we introduce the classes of protocols P and
of properties Φ(Π) to which our result applies. Our choice is to give for these
classes a characterization as simple as possible, to make them easy to under-
stand and to check on concrete protocols/formulas. We thus need to present
and prove Proposition 1 page 24 in order to have an equivalent characterization
that will be easier to use in the proofs to come.

The definition of our class of protocols relies on a particular trace called
witness trace including one complete session per role, and involving only one
agent playing all roles.

Definition 18 (Witness trace trwtn(Π)). Let Π be a k-party protocol with
Partcpts(Π) = {r1, . . . , rk}, and length(Π(rj)) = `j . Let trwtn(Π) be the symbolic
trace associated to the following scenario

scwtn = [(r1, 1); . . . ; (r1, 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
`1 times

; . . . ; (rk, k); . . . ; (rk, k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
`k times

]

and to the following instantiation function

∀i ∈ JkK, ∀z ∈ Z(Π), α(z, i) = a

for some a ∈ A

Example 16. The witness trace trToywtn for our running example ΠToy corresponds

to the interleaving intlToywtn = [(za, 1); (za, 1); (zb, 2); (zb, 2)] and the instantiation

function αToy
wtn defined by αToy

wtn(za, 1) = αToy
wtn(zb, 1) = αToy

wtn(za, 2) = αToy
wtn(zb, 2) = a,

and consists of the following four events:

trToy =


snd(a, a, aenc(〈aenc(n1, a), a〉, a));
rcv(a, a, aenc(〈aenc(n1, a), a〉, a));
rcv(a, a, aenc(〈aenc(x2, a), a〉, a));
snd(a, a, aenc(〈aenc(x2, a), a〉, a))
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Definition 19 (The class of protocols P). The class of protocols P is the
set of protocols Π satisfying the three following conditions:

1. Π is well-typed in the environment E = 〈Π, true〉;
2. ∀aenc(u, v) ∈ St(Π), 〈Π, true〉 . v : α; and

3. ∀u, v ∈ CryptSt(trwtn(Π)), mgu(u, v) 6= ⊥ ⇒
∃τ, 〈Π, true〉 . u : τ ∧ 〈Π, true〉 . v : τ

Item 2 of Definition 19 only constrains the type for the second component of
asymmetric encryption. The distinction is due to the fact that, for asymmetric
encryption, the decryption of aenc(u, v) requires to know the private key of v
and, for typing reasons, this v has to be of type agent. Symmetric encryption and
signing do not have such a constraint as signing does not require any decryption
key, and for symmetric encryption there is no constraint on the type of the key.

Example 17. The witness trace trToywtn for our running example (detailed at Ex-
ample 16) does not satisfy Condition 3 of Definition 19. Indeed, we have that

aenc(x2, a) and aenc(〈aenc(n1, a), a〉, a)) are unifiable subterms of CryptSt(trToywtn)
but of different type. According to our type system

〈Π, true〉 . aenc(x2, a) : aenc(νn, α)

while

〈Π, true〉 . aenc(〈aenc(n1, a), a〉, a)) : aenc(〈aenc(νn, α), α〉, α))

Thus ΠToy is not a protocol in the class P. However, all four versions, the
original one without status events and the others introduced in Examples 7 to 9
pages 13 to 15, are well-typed (see Example 14 page 22) and satisfy condition 2
of the above definition since the only terms appearing as a second parameter of
asymmetric encryption are agent variables za and zb. In Section 7.1 we discuss
how cryptographic protocols satisfying the conditions of Definition 4 page 7 can
be transformed into protocols in P using static tags. In particular, we show at
Example 22 page 49 how to transform ΠToy into an “equivalent” protocol in P.

Proposition 1. Let Π = [e1; . . . ; e`] be a protocol. Π is in P if and only if it
satisfies the three following conditions:

1’. For every formula φ ∈ PS-LTL−, Π is well-typed in the environment
E = 〈Π, φ〉;

2’. For every formula φ ∈ PS-LTL−, ∀aenc(u, v) ∈ St(Π), 〈Π, φ〉 . v : α; and

3’. For every formula φ ∈ PS-LTL− and every symbolic trace tr of Π, ∀u, v ∈
CryptSt(tr), mgu(u, v) 6= ⊥ ⇒ ∃τ, 〈Π, φ〉 . u : τ ∧ 〈Π, φ〉 . v : τ .

Proof. One implication is obvious. We just need to prove 1 ⇒ 1 ′, 2 ⇒ 2 ′,
and 3 ⇒ 3 ′. But before proceeding with the proof of these implications, we
will first establish that for every pair of formulas φ1, φ2 ∈ PS-LTL−, every term
t ∈ St(Π) ∪ St(δΠ(Π)) and every type τ ,
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E1 . t : τ if and only if E2 . t : τ (†)

where Ei = 〈Π, φi〉 for i ∈ {1, 2}. It is enough to prove one of the two impli-
cations, since they are symmetric. We proceed by induction on the depth of
〈Π, φ1〉 . t : τ .
Case t ∈ A ∪ Z The only rule that can be applied does not depend on the
formula in the considered typing environment (rule (1) from Figure 2 page 21).
Hence in both typing environments t is of type α.
Case t ∈ N . As above the only rule from Figure 2 that can be applied (rule
(3)) does not depend on the formula and t has the same type in both typing
environments. Indeed, because by hypothesis t ∈ St(Π) ∪ St(δΠ(Π)), and t ∈
N ∪C, it must be that t ∈ N (Π) ⊆ N (Ei). Thus, rule (2) is not applicable, and
the only applicable rule (rule (3)) does not depend on the environment Ei.
Case t ∈ C. As above the only rule from Figure 2 that can be applied is rule
(6) and does not depend on the formula and t has the same type in both typing
environments.
Case t ∈ X . In that case, the only rule that can be applied is rule (8). Indeed,
because by hypothesis t ∈ St(Π) ∪ St(δΠ(Π)), and t ∈ X , it must be that
t ∈ X (Π) ⊆ X (Ei). Thus, rule (2) is not applicable. Now, according to rule (8),
it must be that 〈Π, φ1〉 . δΠ(t) : τ . But since δΠ(t) ∈ St(δΠ(Π)), we can apply
our inductive hypothesis to derive that 〈Π, φ2〉 . δΠ(t) : τ . Moreover, the only
rule that can then be applied to derive the type of t in the environment 〈Π, φ2〉
is again rule (8) according to which we can conclude that 〈Π, φ2〉 . t : τ .
Case t = f(t1, . . . , tn) with f ∈ F for some terms t1, . . . , tn. By inductive
hypothesis we know that for all i ∈ JnK and for every type τi, 〈Π, φ1〉 . ti : τi
implies 〈Π, φ2〉 . ti : τi. Moreover, independently of the formula in the consid-
ered typing environment, the only applicable typing rule for t is rule (7) from
Figure 2. We can thus conclude that for every type τ1, . . . , τn, 〈Π, φ1〉 . t :
f(τ1, . . . , τn) implies 〈Π, φ2〉 . t : f(τ1, . . . , τn).

(1 ⇒ 1’ ). Suppose that Π satisfies 1 and consider a formula φ ∈ PS-LTL−,
as well as two indexes i, j ∈ J`K, such that ei = Q(p, u1, . . . , un) and ej =
Q(p′, v1, . . . , vm). First since 1 is satisfied we have n = m and if we con-
sider k ∈ JnK there must exist a type τk such that 〈Π, true〉 . uk : τk and
〈Π, true〉 . vk : τk. Now, given that uk and vk are in St(Π), according to the
statement (†) that we established above, this implies that 〈Π, φ〉 . uk : τk and
〈Π, φ〉 . vk : τk and Π satisfies 1’.

(2 ⇒ 2’ ). Suppose that Π satisfies 2. Given a formula φ ∈ PS-LTL− and a
term aenc(u, v) ∈ CryptSt(Π), 2 tells us that 〈Π, true〉 . v : α. Now according to
the statement (†), this implies that 〈Π, φ〉 . v : α which concludes this subproof.

(3 ⇒ 3’ ). Suppose that Π satisfies 3 and consider a symbolic trace tr of Π,
a formula φ ∈ PS-LTL− as well as two terms u, v ∈ CryptSt(tr), such that
mgu(u, v) 6= ⊥. According to the definition of a symbolic trace (Definition 6
page 9), there exists two terms u′, v′ ∈ CryptSt(Π) such that u = µr1,sid1(u′) and
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v = µr2,sid2(v′) for some roles of the protocol r1, r2 and some session identifiers
sid1, sid2. Given that the function µ never associates the same name to two
different nonces of the protocol we also get that mgu(u′, v′) 6= ⊥ and because
of rules (5) and (9) of Figure 2, this implies that u and u′ (resp. v and v′) are
of the same type say τ (resp. τ ′) in the environment 〈Π, φ〉. By construction of
trwtn(Π) containing one occurrence of each event of the protocol, and given that
function α of trwtn associates the same agent name to each agent variable there
must then exist two terms u′′, v′′ ∈ St(trwtn(Π)), such that u′′ = µr′1,sid′1(u′),
v′′ = µr′2,sid′2(v′), and mgu(u′′, v′′) 6= ⊥ for some roles of the protocol r′1, r

′
2 and

some session identifiers sid′1, sid
′
2. Again, because of rules (5) and (9), it must

be that 〈Π, φ〉 . u′′ : τ and 〈Π, φ〉 . v′′ : τ ′. Now by statement (†) we get that
〈Π, true〉 . u′′ : τ and 〈Π, true〉 . v′′ : τ ′, and since mgu(u′′, v′′) 6= ⊥ we get by 3
that τ = τ ′, which concludes the proof of (3 ⇒ 3’ ). �

Definition 20 (The class of properties Φ(Π)). Let Π be a protocol in P.
The class of security properties Φ(Π) is the set of PS-LTL− formulas φ satisfying
the three following conditions:

1. St(φ) ⊆ A ∪ X with X (φ) ∩ X (Π) = ∅; and

2. φ is well-typed in the environment 〈Π, φ〉; and

3. for all Q(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Sf(φ), there exists Q(u1, . . . , un) occurring in Π,
and if 〈Π, φ〉 . Q : τ1 × · · · × τn, then for all i ∈ JnK and for all c ∈ C,
pv(α), γc 6∈ St(τi)

It is easy to see that all the interesting secrecy and authentication properties
given in Section 4 satisfy these three conditions for all reasonable protocols in
P. Indeed, for the authentication properties, all the introduced variables are
used within the scope of NC operator or of events whose arguments are all of
type α. Moreover, for modeling the secrecy property, each variable appears at
most once in a status event (under the Secret predicate), i.e. has a unique type.
Thus, as long as used with a reasonable protocol (one where status events are
introduced as suggested), the properties belong to the above class.

It is important to further note that we only restrict the terms occuring in the
property formula to be atomic. However, the protocol specification can include
status events that are built using compound terms and agent and term variables.
We can thus still specify properties over complex terms such as agreement on
compound terms or secrecy of received terms.

We can now state the main result of this work with the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. Let Π ∈ P be a protocol, T0 a set of ground atomic terms and
φ ∈ Φ(Π) a security property. If there exists a symbolic trace tr of Π and a
ground substitution σ such that:

1. trσ is a valid execution of Π w.r.t. the initial intruder knowledge T0, and

2. 〈trσ, T0〉 |= ¬φ,

then there also exists a ground substitution σwt such that:

1. trσwt is a valid execution of Π w.r.t. the initial intruder knowledge T0,

2. trσwt is well-typed in the environment E = 〈Π, φ〉, and

3. 〈trσwt, T0〉 |= ¬φ

Informally, Theorem 1 states that a protocol Π admits an attack on prop-
erty φ if and only if it admits a well-typed attack on φ. The interest of this
result is that in this case the set of traces to consider for searching an attack is
significantly reduced. This will be further illustrated in Corollary 1 page 47.

6. Proofs

This section is dedicated to the proof of the main result of the paper stated
in section 5.3. It will first present the background material on unification,
constraint systems and simplification of formulas (Section 6.1), then it will go
on with some preliminary results and their proofs (Section 6.2), and finally
proceed to the actual proof of Theorem 1 (Section 6.3). A reader that is not
interested in rather technical and formal details can skip to the next section
page 47 for applications of our result.

6.1. Constraint solving and security protocol verification

The proof of Theorem 1 heavily relies on a particular decision procedure
for bounded security protocols verification [Cor06, CES06]. This procedure in
turn relies on resolution of symbolic constraint systems. Indeed, constraint
systems are often used to model and analyse security protocols when a bounded
number of sessions is considered (see [Com04, MS01, RT03, CZ06, CDD07]). We
thus need to introduce the relative definitions and constraint solving techniques.
More precisely, we present the constraint solving procedure of [CDD07]. Only
then we will be able to detail the verification algorithm used in our proofs and
borrowed from [Cor06, CES06].

6.1.1. Unification

We will only present here unification on the signature F .

Definition 21 (Unification problem). A unification problem P is a set of

expressions of the form t
?
= u where t and u are terms. A unification problem

P = {ti
?
= ui}i∈JhK is said to be in solved form if it satisfies the following two

conditions.
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1. ∀i ∈ JhK, ti ∈ X
2. ∀i, j ∈ JhK, j 6= i ⇒ ti 6∈ X ({tj , uj}) ∧ ti 6∈ X (ui)

The unification algorithm presented in [MM82] relies on the set of rules
depicted in Figure 3.

(a) : P ∪ {t ?
= u}  ∅ P ∪ {u

?
= t} if u ∈ X and t 6∈ X

(b) : P ∪ {t ?
= t}  ∅ P if t ∈ (X ∪A ∪N ∪ C)

(c) : P ∪ {f(t1, . . . , tn)
?
= f(u1, . . . , un)} ∅ P ∪ {t1

?
= u1, . . . , tn

?
= un}

if f ∈ {pv, sh, 〈〉, senc, aenc, sign, h}

(d) : P ∪ {t ?
= u}  σ Pσ ∪ {t

?
= u} with σ = {t 7→ u}

if t ∈ X , t 6= u, t 6∈ X (u) and t occurs in P

Figure 3: Simplification rules

For all n ≥ 1 we will write P0  n
σ1...σn

Pn for the derivation P0  σ1 P1  σ2

· · · σn
Pn. We also introduce the notation P  ∗σ P

′ to denote that P  n
σ P

′

for some n ≥ 1, or that σ = ∅ and P = P ′. A unification problem P admits
a solution if there exists a unification problem P ′ in solved form such that
P  ∗ P ′.

The following theorem states that the simplification rules applied to a uni-
fication problem can be used to effectively compute the most general unifier.

Theorem 2 ([MM82]). Let t and u be two terms, t and u are unifiable if and

only if the unification problem {t ?
= u} admits a solution P . Moreover, if t and

u are unifiable, and P = {x1
?
= u1, . . . , xn

?
= un} is the solution, unique up to

variable renaming, to the unification problem {t ?
= u}, then mgu(t, u) = {x1 7→

u1, . . . , xn 7→ un}.

The three following lemmas aim to establish that the most general uni-
fier does not generate new arbitrary subterms or encrypted subterms. For a
substitution σ = mgu(v, w) and a term u, (encrypted) subterms of uσ either
correspond to (encrypted) subterms of u or to (encrypted) subterms of v or w
for which this most general unifier has been computed.

Lemma 3. Let t, u ∈ T be two terms, and σ a substitution.

t ∈ CryptSt(uσ) ⇒ t ∈ (CryptSt(u))σ ∨ (∃x ∈ X (u), t ∈ CryptSt(σ(x)))
t ∈ St(uσ) ⇒ t ∈ (St(u))σ ∨ (∃x ∈ X (u), t ∈ St(σ(x)))

The proof of this lemma is done by induction on the size of term u. When u is
a term in A, Z, N , X or C the proof is trivial. When u = f(v1, ..., vn) we have
either t = uσ (impossible for t ∈ CryptSt(uσ) when f /∈ {senc, aenc, sign, h})
in which case t ∈ (St(u))σ (resp. t ∈ (CryptSt(u))σ), or t ∈ St(viσ) (resp.
t ∈ CryptSt(viσ)) for some i in which case the induction hypothesis is sufficient
to conclude since X (vi) ⊆ X (u), St(vi) ⊆ St(u) and CryptSt(vi) ⊆ CryptSt(u).
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Lemma 4. Let u, v ∈ T be two terms, and σ = mgu(u, v). If σ 6= ⊥, then

∀x ∈ dom(σ), ∀t ∈ CryptSt(σ(x)), ∃w ∈ CryptSt({u, v}), t = wσ
∀x ∈ dom(σ), ∀t ∈ St(σ(x)), ∃w ∈ St({u, v}), t = wσ

The proof of this lemma works as follows. Let E0 = {u ?
= v}  ∗σ1∪···∪σn

En =

{u1
?
= v1, . . . , un

?
= vn} be the derivation of σ = {u1 7→ v1, . . . , un 7→ vn}. We

first prove by induction on i ∈ JnK that for all t ∈ CryptSt(Ei) (resp. t ∈ St(Ei)),
there exists w ∈ CryptSt({u, v}) (resp. w ∈ St({u, v}) ) such that t = wσ1 . . . σi.
If i = 0 then σ = {u 7→ v} and the properties are thus trivially true. For
the induction step we need to consider all four simplification rules depicted
in Figure 3. For (a), (b) and (c) the result holds since they do not add a
new substitution and CryptSt(Ei) ⊆ CryptSt(Ei−1) (resp. St(Ei) ⊆ St(Ei−1)).
Considering rule (d), using Lemma 3, we know that in any case there exists t′ ∈
CryptSt(Ei−1) (resp. t′ ∈ St(Ei−1)) such that t = t′σi, and thus by induction
hypothesis that there exists w ∈ CryptSt({u, v}) (resp. w ∈ St({u, v})) such that
t = t′σi = wσ1 . . . σi−1σi. Finally, let t ∈ CryptSt(σ(x)) (resp. t ∈ St(σ(x)))
for some x ∈ dom(σ), then t ∈ CryptSt(En) (resp. t ∈ St(En)), but according
to our preliminary result this implies that there exists w ∈ CryptSt({u, v}) such
that t = wσ1 . . . σn = wσ.

Lemma 5. Let t, u, v, w be four terms such that mgu(v, w) = σ 6= ⊥.

t ∈ CryptSt(uσ) ⇒ t ∈ (CryptSt(u))σ ∨ t ∈ (CryptSt({v, w}))σ
t ∈ St(uσ) ⇒ t ∈ (St(u))σ ∨ t ∈ (St({v, w}))σ

This lemma is just a corollary of Lemmas 3 and 4 above.

6.1.2. Simplifying constraint systems

Definition 22 (Symbolic constraints). A constraint is an expression of the
form T  u, where T is a finite set of terms and u is a term. T is called the
left-hand-side of the constraint, and u its right-hand-side. A constraint system
is either ⊥, or a finite set C = {Ti  ui}i∈JnK of constraints satisfying the two
following conditions.

• ∀i ∈ Jn− 1K, Ti ⊆ Ti+1

• ∀i ∈ JnK, X (Ti) ⊆ {x | x ∈ X (uj), Tj ( Ti}

A ground substitution σ is a solution to C if and only if Tiσ ` uiσ for all
i ∈ JnK.

The first condition states that the left-hand-side (the Ti’s) are totally or-
dered, and is often referred to as the monotonicity condition, and also implies
in the second one that j < i. The second condition ensures that any variable
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first appears on the right-hand-side (w.r.t. the inclusion order of the left-hand-
sides), and is often referred to as the origination property . C will often be
denoted as the conjunction of its constraints.

C =
∧
i∈JnK

Ti  ui

The left-hand-side of C, denoted lhs(C), is the maximal left-hand-side (w.r.t
inclusion) constraint in C, i.e. lhs(C) = max

i∈JnK
(Ti) = Tn. The right-hand-side

of C, denoted rhs(C), is the union of the right-hand-sides of its constraints,
i.e. rhs(C) =

⋃
i∈JnK
{ui}. The set of variables occurring in C is denoted X (C)

and defined as expected (the last equality between parentheses is due to the
origination property).

X (C) =
⋃
i∈JnK

(X (Ti) ∪ X (ui)) (=
⋃
i∈JnK

X (ui))

Constraint systems have often been used to define the execution model of
protocols. We show how to build, from a scenario sc and an initial intruder
knowledge T0, a symbolic constraint system C, such that the set of solutions to
C corresponds to the set of valid executions w.r.t. sc and T0.

Definition 23 (Cstr(tr, T0)). Let Π be a protocol, T0 a set of atomic terms,
sc a scenario of Π, and tr = [e1; . . . ; e`] the symbolic trace corresponding to sc.
The symbolic constraint system corresponding to tr and T0, denoted Cstr(tr, T0),
is defined by:

Cstr(tr, T0) = {T0 ∪ K(tri−1)  u | ei = rcv(p1, p2, u), i ∈ J`K, p1, p2 ∈ A}

The left-hand-sides of the resulting constraint system represent the messages
sent on the network, while the right-hand-sides correspond to the receptions
occurring in tr and thus to the messages that the intruder will have to con-
struct. It is easy to see that the resulting constraint system does satisfy the two
conditions of Definition 22.

Example 18. The constraint system Cstr(trToy, T0) corresponding to the sym-
bolic trace trToy given in Example 4 page 10, with initial knowledge of the intruder
T0 contains two constraints corresponding to the two receive events of the trace.
These constraints, where T ′1 = T0 ∪ {aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b)} are given below.

T ′1  aenc(〈aenc(x2, b), ε〉, b)
T ′1 ∪ {aenc(〈aenc(x2, ε), b〉, ε)}  aenc(〈aenc(x3, b), ε〉, b)

The following lemma links constraint systems and the semantics of crypto-
graphic protocols considered in this paper and presented in Section 3.2.

Lemma 6. Let Π be a protocol, T0 a set of ground atomic terms, sc a scenario of
Π, and tr the symbolic trace corresponding to sc. Let σ be a ground substitution
such that dom(σ) ⊆ X (tr), then
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trσ is a valid execution of Π w.r.t. T0 iff σ is a solution to Cstr(tr, T0).

Proof. The proof of this lemma is trivial since the definition of a solution
to Cstr(tr, T0) precisely maps the definition of trσ being a valid execution of Π
w.r.t. T0, namely each receive event in trσ must be derivable from the knowledge
accumulated by the intruder so far.

Definition 24 (Constraint systems in solved form). A constraint system
C is said to be in solved form if C = ⊥, or if C = {Ti  ui}i∈JnK with ui ∈ X
for all i ∈ JnK.

Such constraint systems are particularly simple since they always admit a so-
lution. Indeed, the substitution σ = {ui 7→ ε}i∈JnK is a solution to C if C is in
solved form. Note that the empty constraint system is in solved form.

The simplification procedure of a constraint system into a constraint system
in solved form used in our proofs relies on the set of simplification rules depicted
in Figure 4. All these rules are indexed with a substitution: when it does not
appear, it is the substitution with empty domain that is left implicit. For all
n ≥ 1 we write C0  n

σ Cn for the derivation C0  σ1
C1  σ2

· · ·  σn
Cn with

σ = σ1σ2 . . . σn. We also introduce the notation C  ∗σ D to denote that either
C  n

σ D for some n ≥ 1, or that D = C and that σ is the empty substitution.

R1 : C ∧ T  u  C if T ∪ {x ∈ X | T ′  x ∈ C, T ′ ( T} ` u

R2 : C ∧ T  u  σ Cσ ∧ Tσ  uσ
if σ = mgu(t, u) where t ∈ St(T ), t 6= u, t, u are neither variables nor pairs

R3 : C ∧ T  u  σ Cσ ∧ Tσ  uσ
if σ = mgu(t1, t2), t1, t2 ∈ St(T ), t1 6= t2, t1, t2 are neither variables nor pairs

R4 : C ∧ T  u  σ Cσ ∧ Tσ  uσ
if σ = mgu(t2, t3), aenc(t1, t2) ∈ St(T ), pv(t3) ∈ (plaintext(T ) ∪ {pv(ε)}), t2 6= t3

R5 : C ∧ T  u  ⊥ if X (T ∪ {u}) = ∅ and T 6` u

Rf : C ∧ T  f(u1, . . . , un)  C ∧
∧
i∈[n]

T  ui for f ∈ {〈〉, senc, aenc, sign, h}

Figure 4: Simplification rules for a constraint system

As stated in the following theorem, the set of simplification rules depicted
in Figure 4 is correct, complete and terminating: a constraint system C admits
a solution θ if and only if there exists a constraint system in solved form D and
two substitutions σ and θ′ such that C  ∗σ D, θ′ is a solution to D, and θ = σθ′.

It is important to say that for one constraint system that is not in solved
form, there exist in general many corresponding constraint systems in solved
form. Hence it is useful to define, given a constraint system C the set sol(C) =
{(C ′, σ) | C  ∗σ C ′ and C ′ in solved form}.
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Theorem 3. Let C be a constraint system not in solved form:

1. (Termination) There is no infinite derivation starting from C.

2. (Correctness) If there exists a constraint system D and a substitution σ
such that C  ∗σ D and θ′ is a solution to D, then θ = σθ′ is a solution to
C.

3. (Completeness) If θ is a solution to C, then there exists a constraint system
D in solved form as well as two substitutions σ and θ′ such that θ′ is a
solution to D, θ = σθ′ and C  ∗σ D.

The paternity of this procedure is attributed to H. Comon-Lundh [Com04].
There exists a certain number of variants to this procedure [CZ06, CDD07,
Del07] and for each one, Theorem 3 needs to be reproved. Our work relying on
the version of this procedure proposed by V. Cortier et al., we refer the reader
to [CDD07] for a proof of this theorem.

Example 19. Let us consider the constraint system given in Example 18 page 30,
with initial knowledge of the intruder T0. Since in this example no particular
knowledge is required from the intruder, we could consider any set T0 and in
particular T0 = ∅. We can apply the simplification rules of Figure 4 as follows.
First C = C ′ ∧ C ′′ with T ′1 = T0 ∪ {aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b)},
T ′2 = T ′1 ∪ {aenc(〈aenc(x2, ε), b〉, ε)} and

C ′ = (T ′1  aenc(〈aenc(x2, b), ε〉, b))
C ′′ = (T ′2  aenc(〈aenc(x3, b), ε〉, b))

By applying twice rule Rf first to an asymmetric encryption and then to a
pairing we get:

C  (T ′1  〈aenc(x2, b), ε〉 ∧ T ′1  b ∧ C ′′)
 (T ′1  aenc(x2, b) ∧ T ′1  ε ∧ T ′1  b ∧ C ′′) = C1

Then, since by definition ε and b are deducible from any set of terms, in
particular T ′1, we can apply rule R1 to C1:

C1  (T ′1  aenc(x2, b) ∧ T ′1  b ∧ C ′′)
 (T ′1  aenc(x2, b) ∧ C ′′) = C2

Considering t = aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b) ∈ St(T ′1) and u = aenc(x2, b) we get
mgu(t, u) = {x2 7→ 〈aenc(n1, b), a〉} = σ and rule R2 gives:

C2  σ (T ′1  aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b) ∧ C ′′σ) = C3

Now, since the right-hand-side of the first constraint of C3 is included in T ′1
and by rule R1 we obtain:

C3  C ′′σ = C4

By applying twice rule Rf we get, with T ′3 = T ′2σ =
T0σ ∪ {aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b), aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, ε), b〉, ε)}:

C4  T ′3  〈aenc(x3, b), ε〉 ∧ T ′3  b
 T ′3  aenc(x3, b) ∧ T ′3  b ∧ T ′3  ε = C5

Like above, given that by definition ε and b are deducible from T ′3 we obtain:
C5  T ′3  aenc(x3, b) ∧ T ′3  ε
 T ′3  aenc(x3, b) = C6
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Finally using t = aenc(n1, b) ∈ St(T ′3) and u = aenc(x3, b) and applying rule
R2 with substitution mgu(t, u) = σ′ = {x3 7→ n1} we get

C6  σ′ T
′
3  aenc(n1, b) (note that here T ′3σ

′ = T ′3)
which in turn can be simplified to the empty constraint system since the

right-hand-side can be deduced from the left-hand-side applying successively on
aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, ε), b〉, ε) decryption with the known to the intruder
private key pv(ε), depairing, decryption again and depairing again.

6.1.3. Simplifying PS-LTL formulas

So far our security properties have been modeled using temporal logic and
dedicated status events. The goal of this part of the paper is to show how a
PS-LTL+ formula can be transformed into an elementary formula whose validity
will be easier to verify. This new formula will no more contain temporal opera-
tors but instead (dis)equalities on terms and symbolic constraints, on which the
previously defined simplification method can be applied.

More precisely, the approach proposed by R. Corin [Cor06, CES06] can be
split into two steps. Let φ be the considered formula in PS-LTL−. The first step
consists, given a protocol and a symbolic trace, in translating the corresponding
attack formula ¬φ ∈ PS-LTL+ into an equivalent elementary formula π. This
translation relies on the simplification function T defined below. The second
step consists in using the elementary formula, together with (the constraint
system associated to) a symbolic trace, as parameters for a decision procedure
that will tell whether the given trace can correspond to an attack on the original
formula.

Definition 25 (Elementary formulas). The set of elementary formulas is
defined by the following grammar:

π ::= true | t1 = t2 | T  t | ¬π | π ∨ π | ∃x, π

Let π be an elementary formula. We distinguish the set of free variables of π
denoted Freer(π) appearing on the right of the = or  symbols, from the set of
free variables of π denoted Freel(π) appearing on the left of the = or  symbols.

Freel(true) = ∅ Freer(true) = ∅
Freel(t1 = t2) = X (t1) Freer(t1 = t2) = X (t2)
Freel(T  t) = X (T ) Freer(T  t) = X (t)
Freel(¬π) = Freel(π) Freer(¬π) = Freer(π)
Freel(π1 ∨ π2) = Freel(π1) ∪ Freel(π2) Freer(π1 ∨ π2) = Freer(π1) ∪ Freer(π2)
Freel(∃x, π) = Freel(π) r {x} Freer(∃x, π) = Freer(π) r {x}

Definition 26 (σ |=′ π). Let π be an elementary formula and σ a closed sub-
stitution such that Freer(π) = ∅ and Freel(π) = dom(σ). The validity of an
elementary formula π, denoted σ |=′ π is inductively defined as follows:
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σ |=′ true
σ |=′ t1 = t2 iff t1σ = t2
σ |=′ T  t iff Tσ ` t
σ |=′ ¬π iff ¬σ |=′ π
σ |=′ π1 ∨ π2 iff σ |=′ π1 or σ |=′ π2

σ |=′ ∃x, π iff ∃t ∈ T such that σ |=′ π{x 7→ t}

Definition 27 (Translation T). Let φ be a formula of PS-LTL+. Let also Π
be a protocol, tr a trace of Π, i.e. corresponding to some scenario of Π, and T0 a
set of ground atoms. T(φ, tr, T0) denotes the translation of φ in an “equivalent”
(in the sense that will be established by Lemma 7 page 35) elementary formula
and is defined as follows:

T(true, tr, T0) → true
T(learn(t), tr, T0) → T0 ∪ K(tr)  t

T(Q(t1, . . . , tn), tr, T0) →
{
t′1 = t1 ∧ · · · ∧ t′n = tn if tr = tr′;Q(t′1, . . . , t

′
n)

¬true otherwise
T(C(t), tr, T0) → ε = t ∨

∨
pv(u)∈T0

u = t ∨
∨

sh(u,t)∈T0

ε 6= u

T(¬φ, tr, T0) → ¬T(φ, tr, T0)
T(φ1 ∨ φ2, tr, T0) → T(φ1, tr, T0) ∨T(φ2, tr, T0)

T(Yφ, tr, T0) →
{

T(φ, tr′, T0) if tr = tr′; e
¬true otherwise

T(φ1 S φ2, tr, T0) →


T(φ2, tr, T0) ∨ (T(φ1 S φ2, tr

′, T0) ∧T(φ1, tr, T0))
if tr = tr′; e

¬true otherwise
T(∃x, φ, tr, T0) → ∃x, T(φ, tr, T0)

Example 20. To illustrate this translation, let us consider the trace trToy in-
troduced in Example 4 page 10 to which we have added the status events as
suggested in Example 7 page 13 to verify the secrecy of generated nonces.

tr′Toy =


snd(a, b, aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b));
Secret(a, a, b, n1);
rcv(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(x2, b), ε〉, b));
snd(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(x2, ε), b〉, ε));
rcv(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(x3, b), ε〉, b));
snd(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(x3, ε), b〉, ε))


As said in Example 19 page 32, the constraint system Cstr(tr, T0) = Cstr(tr′Toy, T0)

can be simplified into an empty constraint system, more precisely Cstr(tr, T0) ∗σ
C = ∅ with σ = {x2 7→ 〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, x3 7→ n1}. Applying this substitution to
tr′Toy gives:

tr′′Toy =


snd(a, b, aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b));
Secret(a, a, b, n1);
rcv(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b), ε〉, b));
snd(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, ε), b〉, ε));
rcv(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), ε〉, b));
snd(b, ε, aenc(〈aenc(n1, ε), b〉, ε))
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Let us also consider the PS-LTL+attack formula

φ = ∃y,∃y1,∃y2,∃z, [♦(Secret(y, y1, y2, z)) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2) ∧ learn(z)]

corresponding to the negation of the one introduced in Example 7. We will now
apply the translation T(φ, tr′′Toy, T0) with T0 = ∅. First if
φ′ = ♦(Secret(y, y1, y2, z)) ∧ NC(y1) ∧ NC(y2) ∧ learn(z) we have

T(φ, tr′′Toy, T0) = ∃y,∃y1,∃y2,∃z,T(φ′, tr′′Toy, T0)

= ∃y,∃y1,∃y2,∃z, [T(♦(Secret(y, y1, y2, z)), tr
′′
Toy, T0)

∧T(NC(y1), tr′′Toy, T0) ∧T(NC(y2), tr′′Toy, T0)

∧T(learn(z), tr′′Toy, T0)]

Now since T0 does not contain private keys, nor keys shared by other partici-
pants, we have
T(NC(y1), tr′′Toy, T0) = (ε 6= y1)

The translation of the learn operator gives a constraint system.
T(learn(z), tr′′Toy, T0) = T0 ∪ K(tr′′Toy)  z

And the translation of the once operator gives, with tr′′Toy = tr′; e
T(♦(Secret(y, y1, y2, z)), tr

′′
Toy, T0) = T(Secret(y, y1, y2, z), tr

′′
Toy, T0) ∨

(T(true S Secret(y, y1, y2, z), tr
′, T0) ∧ true

By iteratively applying this translation to prefixes of tr′′Toy each time shorter

we eventually get with tr′′ = snd(a, b, aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b));Secret(a, a, b, n1)

T(♦(Secret(y, y1, y2, z)), tr
′′
Toy, T0) = T(Secret(y, y1, y2, z), tr

′′, T0)

= (a = y ∧ a = y1 ∧ b = y2 ∧ n1 = z)

The elementary formula corresponding to φ on trace tr′′Toy is then

π = ∃y,∃y1,∃y2,∃z, [a = y ∧ a = y1 ∧ b = y2 ∧ n1 = z ∧ ε 6= y1 ∧ ε 6= y2 ∧ T0 ∪
K(tr′′Toy)  z]

The following lemma states that the translation T is correct.

Lemma 7. [Cor06, CES06] Let φ be a closed formula of PS-LTL+, tr a trace,
T0 a set of closed atomic terms, and σ a ground substitution such that X (tr) ⊆
dom(σ).

〈trσ, T0〉 |= φ iff σ |=′ T(φ, tr, T0)

Moreover, no atomic formula of the form T  t occurs negatively in T(φ, tr, T0),
i.e. under an odd number of negations.

The proof of the above equivalence, given in [Cor06], is made by induction on
the number of rewriting steps used to compute T(φ, tr, T0). Proving that con-
straints do not appear negatively in T(φ, tr, T0), can also be done by induction.
Indeed, these constraints appear when translating learn operators of the origi-
nal formula. Moreover these learn could not appear negatively in a PS-LTL+

formula and the translation preserves the number and order of negations.
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6.1.4. Decision procedure

We now present a decision procedure that, given a symbolic trace tr, a
set of ground atomic terms T0 and a formula φ in PS-LTL+, decides if there
exists a ground substitution σ such that 〈trσ, T0〉 |= φ. The approach presented
here is the one proposed in [Cor06, CES06]. It consists of two steps: (i) φ is
first simplified in an equivalent elementary formula (in the sense of Lemma 7)
π = T(φ, tr, T0), and then (ii) π is passed as an argument to the decision
procedure D that we will now describe.

Let us note that φ being a formula in PS-LTL+, π is necessarily a posi-
tive elementary formula of the form π = ∃x1, . . .∃xn, π′. The quantifier free
formula π′ can easily be put in disjunctive normal form, and can be written
π′ =

∨
i∈JkK π

′
i, and for all i ∈ JkK, π′i is of the form π′i = Ci ∧ Eqi ∧Deqi with:

• Ci = {Tj  tj}j∈J`iK

• Eqi = {sj = s′j}j∈JmiK

• Deqi = {uj 6= u′j}j∈JniK

Due to the translation T, each π′i is a conjunction of (negations of) constraints
and equalities, and due to the fact that φ is a PS-LTL+ formula, constraints
in π can only occur positively in π according to Lemma 7, hence the possible
reordering of the formula π as stated above.

Let C be a constraint system in solved form and π =
∨
i∈JkK(Ci∧Eqi∧Deqi)

a positive elementary formula, we can apply the Procedure 1 below. This pro-
cedure introduces a substitution called σF , used in the first return instruction,
that just maps every uninstantiated variable of ((trσ)θ)ρ to a distinct fresh (i.e.
not used yet) constant in the initial intruder knowledge T0.

Procedure 1 D(C, π)

for i = 1 to k do
θ ← mgu(Eqi)
if θ 6= ⊥ then
E ← Ciθ ∧ Cθ
Σ← {ρ | E  ∗ρ F and F in solved form}
for ρ ∈ Σ do

if (Deqi)θρ ≡ true then
return θρσF

end if
end for

end if
end for
return ⊥

The following lemma establishes the correctness of the procedure D. We
refer the reader to [Cor06, CES06] for a detailed proof.
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Lemma 8. Let Π be a protocol, sc a scenario of Π, T0 a set of ground atomic
terms, tr the symbolic trace corresponding to sc, φ a formula in PS-LTL+.
Let C be a constraint system in solved form and σ a substitution such that
Cstr(tr, T0) ∗σ C. Let π be the elementary formula such that π = T(φ, trσ, T0),
and π′ the corresponding positive elementary formula in disjunctive normal
form.

1. if D(C, π) = θ (6= ⊥), then θ |=′ π and trσθ is a valid execution of Π,
w.r.t the initial intruder knowledge T0;

2. if γ |=′ π and trσγ is a valid execution of Π, w.r.t the initial intruder
knowledge T0 for some substitution γ, then there exists a substitution θ
such that D(C, π) = θ (6= ⊥).

More precisely, in the second item, as D does not instantiate all the variables
of tr, γ is an instance of θ, in other words there exists a substitution γ′ such
that γ = θγ′.

Example 21. Following the translation of Example 20 page 34, we have
π = ∃y,∃y1,∃y2,∃z,

a = y ∧ a = y1 ∧ b = y2 ∧ n1 = z ∧ ε 6= y1 ∧ ε 6= y2 ∧ T0 ∪ K(trσ)  z
Here the quantifier free part of π is already in disjunctive normal form with

k = 1.
Since the constraint system in solved form associated to trace tr′Toy of Exam-

ple 20 is empty, we compute D(∅, π). The procedure then considers θ = mgu{a =
y, a = y1, b = y2, n

1 = z} = {y 7→ a, y1 7→ a, y2 7→ b, z 7→ n1}. And assigns to
E the constraint system C1θ (since C is empty) with E = C1θ = (K(trσ)  z)θ
= {aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, b)), aenc(〈aenc(〈aenc(n1, b), a〉, ε), b〉, ε),
aenc(〈aenc(n1, ε), b〉, ε)}  n1

Now applying rule R1 to E gives an empty constraint system, F thus in solved
form with empty substitution ρ. Since there are no uninstantiated variables in
trσθ we do not need to define σF and procedure D returns substitution θ.

The following theorem states that the two-steps verification procedure con-
sisting in first applying the transformation T, and then calling procedure D on
the resulting formula is correct and complete. The reader can consult [Cor06,
CES06] for a detailed proof of this result.

Theorem 4. Let Π be a protocol, sc a scenario of Π, T0 a set of ground atomic
terms, tr the symbolic trace corresponding to sc, φ a formula in PS-LTL−. Let
Aφ = ¬φ be the corresponding attack formula. Let C = Cstr(tr, T0).

〈tr, T0〉 |= φ iff ∀(C ′, σ) ∈ sol(C), D(C ′, π) = ⊥

for π the disjunctive normal form of T(Aφ, trσ, T0).
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6.2. Some preliminary results

Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1 page 27, we first state and
prove a few preliminary results that will be useful for the main proof, which can
be found on page 43.

Definition 28 (Well-typed set of terms). Let E = 〈Π, φ〉 be a typing envi-
ronment such that Π and φ are well-typed in the environment E , and T a set of
terms. T is said to be well-typed in the typing environment E , if it satisfies the
following two conditions:

1. ∀u, v ∈ CryptSt(T ), mgu(u, v) 6= ⊥ ⇒ ∃τ, E . u : τ ∧ E . v : τ , and

2. ∀aenc(u, v) ∈ CryptSt(T ), E . v : α

Proposition 2. Given a typing environment E = 〈Π, φ〉 such that Π and φ
are well-typed in the environment E, and two terms u, v of the same type, i.e.
∃τ, E . u : τ ∧ E . v : τ . Then either mgu(u, v) is well-typed or mgu(u, v) = ⊥.

Proof. Suppose that mgu(u, v) 6= ⊥. According to Theorem 2 page 28, the
substitution mgu(u, v) can be computed applying the unification algorithm de-

scribed at Section 6.1.1 to the initial set of equations E0 = {u ?
= v}. In other

words, there exists a simplification sequence E0  k Ek = {x1
?
= t1, . . . , xm

?
=

tm} such that mgu(u, v) = {x1 7→ t1, . . . , xm 7→ tm}.
We will say that a set of equations {ui

?
= vi}i∈JnK is well-typed in the envi-

ronment E if for all i ∈ JnK, ui and vi are of the same type, i.e. there exists a
type τi such that E . ui : τi and E . vi : τi.

We now show by induction on j ∈ JkK that Ej is well-typed in the environ-
ment E .

Base case (j = 0). By hypothesis we have that u and v are of the same type
τ in the environment E , and thus E0 is well-typed in the environment E .

Inductive case (j > 0). By inductive hypothesis we have that for all h < j,
Eh is well-typed in the environment E . In order to establish that Ej is also
well-typed in the environment E , we proceed by case analysis on the rule R
involved in the simplification Ej−1  Ej .

Case R = (a). In that case, Ej−1 = E ∪ {t ?
= w}, and Ej = E ∪ {w ?

= t} for
some set of equations E and some terms t and w. It is then obvious that if Ej−1

is well-typed in the environment E , so is Ej .

Case R = (b). In that case, Ej−1 = E ∪ {t ?
= t}, and Ej = E for some set of

equations E and some term t. It is again obvious that if Ej−1 is well-typed in
the environment E , so is E = Ej .

Case R = (c). In that case, Ej−1 = E ∪ {f(t1, . . . , th)
?
= f(w1, . . . , wh)}, and

Ej = E ∪ {t1
?
= w1, . . . , th

?
= wh} for some set of equations E and some terms

t1, w1, . . . , th, wh. Now, because by hypothesis we have that Ej−1 is well-typed
in the environment E , we know that E is well-typed in the environment E , and
that there exists a type τ such that E .f(t1, . . . , th) : τ and E .f(w1, . . . , wh) : τ .
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Then, by inspection of our typing system (Figure 2 page 21) we know that for
some types τ1, . . . , τh, τ = f(τ1, . . . , τh), but also that for all i ∈ JhK, E . ti : τi

and E . wi : τi. Hence, Ej = E ∪ {t1
?
= w1, . . . , th

?
= wh} is the union of two

sets of equations, well-typed in the environment E , and is thus also well-typed
in the environment E .
Case R = (d). In that case, Ej−1 = E∪{t ?

= w}, and Ej = E{t 7→ w}∪{t ?
= w}

for some set of equations E and some terms t and w. Since E and {t ?
= w} are

included in Ej−1 and Ej−1 is well-typed in the environment E , so are E and
the substitution {t 7→ w}. But then Lemma 2 page 23 implies that E{t 7→ w}
is also well-typed in the environment E , and thus Ej = E{t 7→ w} ∪ {t ?

= w} is
well-typed in the environment E .

At this point, we have demonstrated that for all i ∈ JmK, xi and ti are of the
same type in the environment E , and thus that the substitution mgu(u, v) =
{x1 7→ t1, . . . , xm 7→ tm} is well-typed in the environment E . �

Proposition 3. Let E = 〈Π, φ〉 be a typing environment such that Π and φ are
well-typed in the environment E, T a set of terms that is well-typed in E, and
v, w ∈ St(T ) two terms of the same type. Then either σ = mgu(v, w) = ⊥ or
Tσ is well-typed in E.

Proof. Let E = 〈Π, φ〉 be a typing environment such that Π and φ are well-
typed in the environment E , T a set of terms that is well-typed in E , and
v, w ∈ St(T ) two terms such that σ = mgu(v, w) 6= ⊥.

1. Let t, u ∈ CryptSt(Tσ) such that mgu(t, u) 6= ⊥. In that case, there exists
two terms t′, u′ ∈ T such that t ∈ CryptSt(t′σ) and u ∈ CryptSt(u′σ), and
according to Lemma 5 page 29 it is then the case that

t ∈ CryptSt(t′)σ ∨ t ∈ CryptSt({v, w})σ

and that
u ∈ CryptSt(u′)σ ∨ u ∈ CryptSt({v, w})σ

We now consider the two possible cases for t. If t ∈ CryptSt(t′)σ then
there exists t′′ ∈ CryptSt(t′) ⊆ CryptSt(T ) such that t = t′′σ. The other
case where t ∈ CryptSt({v, w})σ similarly gives a t′′ ∈ CryptSt({v, w}) ⊆
CryptSt(T ) such that t = t′′σ. The same reasoning for u gives that there
exists a u′′ ∈ CryptSt(T ) such that u = u′′σ. Now by hypothesis we have
that mgu(t, u) 6= ⊥ (let θ = mgu(t, u)). Then tθ = (t′′σ)θ = (u′′σ)θ = uθ,
and thus t′′ and u′′ are unifiable which in turn implies that mgu(t′′, u′′) 6=
⊥. Now, let’s remind ourselves that t′′, u′′ ∈ CryptSt(T ) and thus by
hypothesis on T (T is well-typed in the environment E) we know that t′′

and u′′ are of the same type in the environment E , i.e. ∃τ, E . t′′ : τ ∧
E . u′′ : τ . Moreover, v and w being of the same type, we know according
to Proposition 2 page 38, that σ is well-typed, and thus according to
Lemma 2 page 23 that t(= t′′σ) and t′′ (resp. u = (u′′σ) and u′′) are of
the same type, which allows us to conclude that E . t : τ and E . u : τ .
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2. Let aenc(t, u) ∈ CryptSt(Tσ). In that case, there exists a term t′ ∈ T such
that aenc(t, u) ∈ CryptSt(t′σ), and according to Lemma 5 page 29 it is the
case that

aenc(t, u) ∈ CryptSt(t′)σ ∨ aenc(t, u) ∈ CryptSt({v, w})σ

Using the same arguments as the ones presented in the previous item, we
get that aenc(t, u) = v′σ with v′ belonging either to CryptSt(t′), CryptSt(v)
or CryptSt(w), all included in CryptSt(T ) and consequently v′ = aenc(t′′, u′′)
for some terms t′′ and u′′. Now, since v belongs to CryptSt(T ) where T is
by hypothesis well-typed in the environment E , we know that E . u′′ : α.
Moreover, v and w being of the same type, we know according to Proposi-
tion 2, that σ is well-typed, and thus according to Lemma 2 that u = (u′′σ)
and u′′ are of the same type, which allows us to conclude that E . u : α.

We have shown that Tσ satisfies the two conditions of Definition 28 page 38,
and can thus conclude that Tσ is well-typed. �

Proposition 4. Let E = 〈Π, φ〉 be a typing environment such that Π and φ
are well-typed in the environment E, and T a set of terms well-typed in the
environment E such that Z(T ) = ∅. Let C and D be two constraint systems and
σ a substitution such that lhs(C) ⊆ T and rhs(C) ⊆ St(T ), and such that D
admits a solution. If C  n

σ D, then

• σ is well-typed in the environment E,

• lhs(D) ⊆ Tσ and rhs(D) ⊆ St(Tσ), and

• Tσ is well-typed in the environment E.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the length n of the derivation.

Base case (n = 0). In that case, D = C, dom(σ) = ∅, and Tσ = T , and we
can thus trivially conclude.

Inductive case (n ≥ 1). In that case, there exists a constraint system E,
a reduction rule R amongst the ones described in Figure 4 page 31, and two
substitutions σ1 and σ2 such that

C
R
 σ1

E  n−1
σ2

D and σ = σ1σ2

We first show that σ1 is well-typed in the environment E , lhs(E) ⊆ Tσ1 and
rhs(E) ⊆ St(Tσ1), and Tσ1 is well-typed in the environment E . We proceed by
case analysis on the rule R.
Case R = R1. In that case, C = C ′∧U  u, E = C ′ and dom(σ1) = ∅ for some
constraint system C ′, some set of terms U and some term u.

• σ1, the empty substitution, is trivially well-typed in the environment E .
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• lhs(E) = lhs(C ′) ⊆ lhs(C)
Hyp.

⊆ T = Tσ1 and rhs(E) = rhs(C ′) ⊆

rhs(C)
Hyp.

⊆ St(T ) = St(Tσ1)

• Tσ1 = T is by hypothesis well-typed in the environment E .

Case R = R2. In that case, C = C ′ ∧ U  u, E = Cσ1 and σ1 = mgu(u, v) for
some constraint system C ′, some set of terms U , and some terms v ∈ St(U) and
u that are neither equal, nor variables, nor pairs.

• Since u and v are different, neither variables nor pairs but still unifiable,

and since Z(T ) = ∅, it is necessarily the case that u ∈ CryptSt(rhs(C))
Hyp.

⊆

CryptSt(St(T )) = CryptSt(T ) and v ∈ CryptSt(U) ⊆ CryptSt(lhs(C))
Hyp.

⊆
CryptSt(T ). Now because u and v are unifiable and T is well-typed in the
environment E , we can apply Proposition 2 page 38 and conclude that σ1

is well-typed in the environment E .

• lhs(E) = lhs(Cσ1) = lhs(C)σ1

Hyp.

⊆ Tσ1 and rhs(E) = rhs(Cσ1) =

rhs(C)σ1

Hyp.

⊆ St(T )σ1 ⊆ St(Tσ1)

• Because u, v ∈ CryptSt(T ) (see first item of this case) are unifiable, and
because T is by hypothesis well-typed in the environment E , we know
that u and v are of the same type in the environment E . Hence T , u,
and v satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3 page 39, which allows us to
conclude that Tσ1 is well-typed in the environment E .

Case R = R3. In that case, C = C ′ ∧ U  u, E = Cσ1 and σ1 = mgu(v, w) for
some constraint system C ′, some set of terms U , some terms v, w ∈ St(U) that
are neither equal, nor variables, nor pairs.

• As v, w ∈ CryptSt(U) ⊆ CryptSt(lhs(C))
Hyp.

⊆ CryptSt(T ), this can be
handled in a similar way as the first item of the previous case.

• Similar to the second item of the previous case.

• Similar to the third item of the previous case.

Case R = R4. In that case, C = C ′ ∧ U  u, E = Cσ1 and σ1 = mgu(v2, v3)
for some constraint system C ′, some set of terms U , some term u, some term
aenc(v1, v2) ∈ St(U) ⊆ St(T ) such that pv(v3) ∈ (plaintext(U) ∪ {pv(ε)}) and
v2 6= v3.

• Since T is by hypothesis well-typed, we know that E . v2 : α. Moreover,
the grammar of terms enforces v3 ∈ A ∪ Z and thus according to our
type system E . v3 : α. Hence v2 and v3 are of the same type in the
environment E . Thus according to Proposition 2 page 38, σ1 is well-typed
in the environment E .
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• lhs(E) = lhs(Cσ1) = lhs(C)σ1

Hyp.

⊆ Tσ1 and rhs(E) = rhs(Cσ1) =

rhs(C)σ1

Hyp.

⊆ St(T )σ1 ⊆ St(Tσ1)

• As we just saw in the first item of this case, E . v2 : α and E . v3 : α. Thus
σ1 = {v2 7→ v3} or σ1 = {v3 7→ v2} is well-typed, and Tσ1 is trivially
well-typed in the environment E (since σ1 just replaces α typed variables
with α typed terms).

Case R = R5. This case cannot occur, because it would contradict the hypoth-
esis according to which D admits a solution.
Case R = Rf . In that case, C = C ′ ∧U  f(u1, . . . , um), E = C ′ ∧

∧
i∈JmK

U  ui

and dom(σ1) = ∅ for some constraint system C ′, some set of terms U , some
terms u1, . . . , um and some function symbol f .

• σ1 is trivially well-typed in the environment E .

• lhs(E) = lhs(C)
Hyp.

⊆ T = Tσ1 and because {u1, . . . , um} ⊆ St(f(u1, . . . , um)) ⊆

St(rhs(C))
Hyp

⊆ St(T ) we also have rhs(E) = rhs(C ′) ∪ {u1, . . . , um} ⊆

rhs(C) ∪ {u1, . . . , um}
Hyp.

⊆ St(T ) = St(Tσ1)

• Tσ1 = T is by hypothesis well-typed in the environment E .

At this point we have established that E , Tσ1, E, D, and σ2 satisfy the
conditions for applying our inductive hypothesis, and we can thus conclude by
induction that

• σ2 is well-typed in the environment E ,

• lhs(D) ⊆ (Tσ1)σ2 and rhs(D) ⊆ St((Tσ1)σ2), and

• (Tσ1)σ2 is well-typed in the environment E .

which in turns imply that

• σ = σ1σ2 is well-typed in the environment E since σ1 and σ2 are well-typed
in the environment E , and have disjoint domains,

• lhs(D) ⊆ Tσ = (Tσ1)σ2 and rhs(D) ⊆ St(Tσ) = St((Tσ1)σ2), and

• Tσ = (Tσ1)σ2 is well-typed in the environment E .

and terminates our proof by induction. �
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6.3. Proof of the main result

We can now proceed with the proof of our main result, namely Theorem 1,
restated below.

Theorem 1. Let Π ∈ P be a protocol, T0 a set of ground atomic terms and
φ ∈ Φ(Π) a security property. If there exists a symbolic trace tr of Π and a
ground substitution σ such that:

1. trσ is a valid execution of Π w.r.t. the initial intruder knowledge T0, and

2. 〈trσ, T0〉 |= ¬φ,

then there also exists a ground substitution σwt such that:

1. trσwt is a valid execution of Π w.r.t. the initial intruder knowledge T0,

2. trσwt is well-typed in the environment E = 〈Π, φ〉, and

3. 〈trσwt, T0〉 |= ¬φ

Proof. Let Π be a protocol in P, T0 a set of ground atomic terms, φ a property
in Φ(Π). Let also tr be a symbolic trace of Π, and σ a substitution such that

1. trσ is a valid execution of Π w.r.t. the initial intruder knowledge T0, and
2. 〈trσ, T0〉 |= ¬φ,

In other words, let trσ be a valid execution of Π, w.r.t. the initial intruder
knowledge T0, that violates the property φ. Let E = 〈Π, φ〉 be the correspond-
ing typing environment. We will build the substitution σwt, well-typed in the
environment E , such that trσwt is a well-typed valid execution of Π, w.r.t. the
initial intruder knowledge T0, that also violates the property φ.

Let ξ = T(¬φ, tr, T0) be the elementary formula corresponding to ¬φ. Ac-
cording to Lemma 7 page 35 we know that 〈trσ, T0〉 |= ¬φ if and only if σ |=′ ξ.
Moreover, we know that ξ is of the form ξ = ∃x1, . . .∃xk, ξ′, where ξ′ is
a quantifier free elementary formula that can be rewritten, as said in Sec-
tion 6.1.4, into ψ =

∨
i∈JnK Ci ∧ Eqi ∧ Deqi. Hence σ |=′ ∃x1, . . .∃xk, ξ′ if

and only if σ |=′ ∃x1, . . .∃xk, ψ, and accordingly 〈trσ, T0〉 |= ¬φ if and only if
σ |=′ ∃x1, . . .∃xk, ψ.

Let C = Cstr(tr, T0) be the constraint system corresponding to the symbolic
trace tr and the initial intruder knowledge T0 such as specified in Definition 23
page 30. Since trσ is a valid execution, the constraint system C admits (at least)
a solution D, and thus there exists a substitution σ1, that can be computed
using simplification rules of Figure 4 page 31, such that C  `

σ1
D. Now D is

a constraint system in solved form and we can apply procedure D to (D,ψ).
According to Lemma 4 page 37 the procedure D is sound and complete, and
given that σ |=′ ∃x1, . . .∃xk, ψ, the procedure will find an attack. We deduce
that there exists an i ∈ JnK (let iattack be such an i) such that the procedure
stops at step i finding an attack. We then get two substitutions σ2 and σ3, and
a constraint system E in solved form such that
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• (Dσ2 ∧ Ciattackσ1σ2) h
σ3
E

• σ1σ2σ3σF |=′ ∃x1, . . .∃xk, ψ

with σ2 = mgu((Eqiattack)σ1). Again, thanks to Lemma 7 page 35 and to the fact
that ξ′ and ψ are equivalent, we can deduce that σ1σ2σ3σF |=′ ¬φ. Our first step
is to establish that σ′wt = σ1σ2σ3 is well-typed. The domains of substitutions
σ1, σ2 and σ3 being disjoint and each of these substitutions being applied to
C ∧ Ciattack , Eqiattack and Deqiattack as soon as computed, it suffices to separately
establish that each of these substitutions σ1, σ2 and σ3 is well-typed.

Then we will define a substitution σ′′wt that will be well-typed and play
the same role as σF i.e. substituting uninstantiated variables while preserving
disequalities.

Let

T = lhs(C) ∪ rhs(C) ∪
⋃

t=u∈Eqiattack

{t, u} ∪ lhs(Ciattack) ∪ rhs(Ciattack)

By construction of C we know that

CryptSt(lhs(C) ∪ rhs(C)) ⊆ CryptSt(tr)

By definition of the transformation T, and because the set of considered formulas
only have atomic subterms (Condition 1 of Definition 20 page 26),

CryptSt(lhs(Ciattack)) ⊆ CryptSt(tr) and CryptSt(rhs(Ciattack)) ⊆ CryptSt(φ)
Hyp.
= ∅

and by definition of T we know that for all t = u ∈ Eqiattack

CryptSt(t) ⊆ CryptSt(tr) and CryptSt(u) ⊆ CryptSt(φ)
Hyp.
= ∅

By combining all these with St(φ) ⊆ A ∪ X we obtain

CryptSt(T ) ⊆ CryptSt(tr)

Let u, v ∈ CryptSt(T ) such that mgu(u, v) 6= ⊥. Condition 3 of Definition 19
page 24 implies according to Proposition 1 page 24 (see Condition 3’) that
there exists τ such that E . u : τ and E . v : τ . Moreover, for aenc(u, v) ∈
CryptSt(T ), Condition 2 of Definition 19 implies according to Proposition 1 (see
Condition 2’), that E . v : α. Thus T is well-typed in the environment E .

σ1 and Tσ1 are well-typed.
C admits by hypothesis a solution (the constraint system D for example) and
by construction lhs(C) ⊆ T and rhs(C) ⊆ T ⊆ St(T ). Moreover, we have just
established that T is well-typed. Thus E , T , C, D and σ1 satisfy the hypotheses
of Proposition 4 page 40 that allows us to conclude that σ1 and Tσ1 are well-
typed, and that lhs(D) ⊆ Tσ1 and rhs(D) ⊆ St(Tσ1).
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σ2 and (Tσ1)σ2 are well-typed.
Remember that σ2 = mgu((Eqiattack)σ1) and let (Eqiattack)σ1 = {tj = uj}j∈JrK.
Thus σ2 = θ1 . . . θr for

θj = mgu(tjθ1 . . . θj−1, ujθ1 . . . θj−1)

for all j ∈ JrK, tj , uj ∈ Tσ1. We prove by induction on r that

• σ2 is well-typed, and that

• (Tσ1)σ2 is well-typed.

Base case (r = 0). In that case, dom(σ2) = ∅ is thus trivially well-typed.
Moreover, since Tσ1 is well-typed, so is Tσ1σ2 = Tσ1.

Inductive case (r ≥ 1). In that case, we know by inductive hypothesis that
θ1 . . . θr−1 and Tσ1θ1 . . . θr−1 are well-typed. Moreover, tr = ur ∈ Eqiattackσ1

implies that there exists t′r = u′r ∈ Eqiattack such that tr = t′rσ1 and ur = u′rσ1.
But because of Condition 2 of Definition 20 page 26 of the class Φ(Π), it follows
that t′r and u′r are of the same type, i.e. ∃τ, E.t′r : τ ∧E.u′r : τ . And since σ1 and
(θ1 . . . θr−1) are two well-typed substitutions we deduce that t′rσ1(θ1 . . . θr−1)
and u′rσ1(θ1 . . . θr−1) are also of the same type, i.e. E . t′rσ1θ1 . . . θr−1 : τ and
E . u′rσ1θ1 . . . θr−1 : τ . According to Proposition 2 page 38, the substitution

θr = mgu(t′rσ1θ1 . . . θr−1, u
′
rσ1θ1 . . . θr−1) = mgu(trθ1 . . . θr−1, urθ1 . . . θr−1)

is thus well-typed. Its domain being disjoint of the domain of θ1 . . . θr−1 we can
conclude that σ2 = θ1 . . . θr−1θr is well-typed. Finally, note that tr, ur ∈ Tσ1

implies that trθ1 . . . θr−1, urθ1 . . . θr−1 ∈ Tσ1θ1 . . . θr−1. Hence, all the condi-
tions of Proposition 3 page 39 hold, which allows us to deduce that Tσ1θ1 . . . θr =
Tσ1σ2 is well-typed and conclude our proof by induction.

We have thus showed that σ2 and Tσ1σ2 are well-typed in the environment
E .

σ3 is well-typed.
Knowing that lhs(D) ⊆ Tσ1 and rhs(D) ⊆ St(Tσ1) (see above in the proof), we
can deduce that lhs(Dσ2) = lhs(D)σ2 ⊆ (Tσ1)σ2 and rhs(D)σ2 = rhs(Dσ2) ⊆
(St(Tσ1))σ2 ⊆ St((Tσ1)σ2). In the same way, knowing lhs(Ciattack) ⊆ T and that
rhs(Ciattack) ⊆ T (by construction of T ), we can deduce that lhs((Ciattackσ1)σ2) ⊆
(Tσ1)σ2 and rhs((Ciattackσ1)σ2) ⊆ ((St(T ))σ1)σ2 ⊆ St((Tσ1)σ2). Thus

lhs(Dσ2 ∧ (Ciattackσ1)σ2) = lhs(Dσ2) ∪ lhs((Ciattackσ1)σ2) ⊆ Tσ1σ2

and

rhs(Dσ2 ∧ (Ciattackσ1)σ2) = rhs(Dσ2) ∪ rhs((Ciattackσ1)σ2) ⊆ St((Tσ1)σ2)

Tσ1σ2 and (Dσ2 ∧ Ciattackσ1σ2) thus satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4
page 40 which allows to conclude that σ3 is well-typed.
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At this stage we have established that σ′wt = σ1σ2σ3 is well-typed. We
are thus left with defining the well-typed substitution σ′′wt such that its domain
includes all the variables of tr not in the domain of σ′wt, i.e. the right members
of E. The role of σ′′wt is the same as the role of σF in Procedure 1 page 36, i.e. to
instantiate all the variables not in the domain of σ′wt so as to respect inequalities
inDeqiattack . More precisely, σ′′wt will map each variable of its domain to an unused
term of the same type. Let’s remind that the only constraints concerning the
construction of σ′′wt are the following:

• for all variables x ∈ dom(σ′′wt), U ` σ′′wt(x), where U  x ∈ E

• tσ′′wt 6= uσ′′wt for all t 6= u ∈ (Deqiattack)σ
′
wt

Now we need to explain how to build the well-typed substitution σ′′wt. The
purpose of this substitution is to replace all the variables remaining in tr after
application of σ′wt. Since these variables have not been substituted, it means
that their actual ground value is irrelevant for the attack. We just need to
substitute them in such a way that σ′′wt is well-typed and they preserve the
truth of inequalities. The substitution σ′′wt is then defined as follows: dom(σ′′wt) =
rhs(E), and for all x ∈ dom(σ′′wt), σ

′′
wt(x) = fake(τ) where τ is the type of x in

the environment E = 〈Π, φ〉, i.e. E . x : τ . The function fake(), when applied to
a type τ , returns a term t such that E .t : τ . This function is defined inductively
as follows:

fake(α) = a with a ∈ A and a fresh
fake(γc) = c if c ∈ C
fake(νn) = nε,k if n ∈ N (Π) and k ∈ N and nε,k fresh
fake(pv(α)) = pv(ε)
fake(sh(α, α)) = sh(ε, a) with a ∈ A and a fresh
fake(f(τ1, . . . , τn)) = f(fake(τ1), . . . , fake(τn)) for f ∈ F

One can easily see that for every type τ induced by Π, Nε(Π) ` fake(τ), and
having provided the intruder with an unbounded number of nonces of each
type, that σ′′wt is well-typed. Moreover, for all t 6= u ∈ Deqiattackσ′wt, there exists
t′ 6= u′ ∈ Deqiattack such that t = t′σ′wt and u = u′σ′wt with t ∈ St(tr) and
u ∈ St(Sf+(φ)). According to the translation of formulas given in Definition 27
page 34, these disequalities can either come from a subformula C(t), in which
case t is of type α, or from a status event occurring in the original formula.
Now, according to Condition 3 of Definition 20 page 26, we know that t and
u do not admit any subtype of constant’s type nor private key’s type. Thus,
having selected agents that do not appear in u for fake(α) and fake(sh(α, α)),
and fresh nonces for fake(ν), we know that the inequalities are satisfied.

Above we announced that σ′wtσ
′′
wt |=′ ∃x1, . . .∃xk, ψ with σwt = σ′wtσ

′′
wt well-

typed. Thus 〈trσwt, T0〉 |= ¬φ. Moreover by soundness of procedure D we know
that trσwt is a valid execution of Π, w.r.t. the initial intruder knowledge T0

which concludes our proof. �
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7. Application to decidability results

The main result stated in Section 5.3 is rather formal but has a direct corol-
lary that is more simple to state. It says that, for protocols in our class, we only
need to consider bounded messages when looking for an attack.

Corollary 1. If a protocol Π ∈ P admits an attack then it also admits an attack
along which all messages have size at most as large as a message of Π.

The proof of this result is rather simple and consists in two steps. First
for every term t of type τ we have, by induction on τ , that |t| ≤ |τ |. Indeed,
a variable is of size 1, but its type is the type of the honest substitution for
this variable, which can be composed. For example a variable may expect to be
instantiated by a pair of nonces, so while the variable is of size 1 its type is of size
3. Otherwise, the size of complex types depends only on the function symbol,
similarly to the size of terms. Then, given the symbolic trace tr associated to
the attack, we can use Theorem 1 page 27 and the existence of a well-typed
substitution σwt to say that any subterm of trσwt has a type that is a subtype
of one message of an honest execution of Π, which allows us to conclude.

7.1. Tagging

In this section we give a new class of protocols to which our main result can
be applied. The main reasons to consider this new class Ptag are its applica-
bility in practice and the simplicity to check if a protocol belongs to the class.
More precisely, we are going to see how to transform a protocol into a protocol
in P, while keeping its intended “semantics”. This transformation consists in
annotating each application of a cryptographic primitive as described in the
following definition.

Definition 29 (The class of protocols Ptag). The class of protocols Ptag is
the set of protocols Π = [e1; . . . ; e`] satisfying the following 4 conditions:

1. each predicate appears in at most one status event of the protocol, i.e.
for all i, j ∈ J`K, if i 6= j, ei = Q(t1, . . . , tn) and ej = Q′(u1, . . . , um), then
Q 6= Q′,

2. for all aenc(u, v) ∈ CryptSt(Π), δΠ(v) ∈ A,

3. for all f(u1, . . . , un) ∈ CryptSt(Π), there exists a constant c ∈ C and a
term u′1 such that u1 = 〈c, u′1〉, and

4. for all f(〈c, u1〉, . . . , un), f(〈d, v1〉, . . . , vn) ∈ CryptSt(Π)

(f(〈c, u1〉, . . . , un))δΠ 6= (f(〈d, v1〉, . . . , vn))δΠ ⇒ c 6= d.

The benefits for introducing this new class Ptag in terms of usability and
security will be explained below. However, it is also worth mentioning that this
definition makes it easy to check whether a protocol fits in the class or not.
There is no need to consider explicitly the typing system (thanks to Condition
1).
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Condition 1 forces the protocol Π to be well-typed and thus implies Condi-
tion 1 of Definition 19 page 24. Condition 2 imposes each honest asymmetric
encryption in Π to use the public key of an agent in A, thus implying Condi-
tion 2 of Definition 19. Condition 3 requires each application of a cryptographic
primitive to be annotated (or statically tagged) with a constant c, while Con-
dition 4 implies that two encrypted subterms that do not correspond to the
same message of the protocol are tagged with different constants. The idea
behind these tags is to restrict the unifiability of subterms in Π in the sense of
Condition 3 of Definition 19.

Indeed, let t and u be two encrypted subterms of Π but statically tagged
with different constants; t and u are then non-unifiable and of different type.
Moreover, let sc be a scenario of Π with the corresponding symbolic trace tr, if
t′ ∈ CryptSt(tr) is an instance of t and u′ ∈ CryptSt(tr) is an instance of u, then
t′ and u′ are also not unifiable and of different types. Conversely, let v and w
be two encrypted subterms of trace tr, and let v′ be the encrypted subterm of Π
that v instantiates, and w′ the encrypted subterm of Π that w instantiates. If
v and w are unifiable then they are necessarily tagged with the same constant
(otherwise the unification would fail). Condition 4 of Definition 29 thus ensures
that v′ and w′ correspond to the same message in the honest execution of the
protocol, and that they are thus of the same type. But then v and w are also
of the same type. We recover in this way the non-unifiability of subterms of
different types. Conditions 3 and 4 of Definition 29 combined imply Condition 3
of Definition 19.

The interest of this fragment of the class P is twofold. The first is that it is
possible to transform a protocol satisfying Conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 19
into a protocol in Ptag, just by annotating each application of a cryptographic
primitive by a constant. Now, many protocols of interest satisfy Condition 2
of Definition 29. As far as Condition 1 of Definition 29 is concerned, let’s
remember that status events are added to a protocol in order to specify the
security property of interest. Status events introduced in the specification of
protocol thus depend on the considered formula. For the usual properties, like
the ones presented in Section 4.2 the introduced status events are all different.
Hence, if we focus on these properties, it is possible to transform many existing
protocols into protocols of Ptag. Moreover, the cost of this transformation is
very low. Indeed, the static tagging only increases the size of a message with
a few bits. It increases neither the number of exchanged messages, nor the
number of cryptographic computations.

The second interest lies in the fact that tagged protocols are at least as
secure as their untagged counterparts. Many known attacks rely on the fact
that an agent will decrypt a message thinking he is decrypting a message of
different type. These attacks thus rest on confusions about the types of messages
exchanged during the execution of the protocol. As our example below shows,
tagged protocols can be more secure than their untagged counterparts, precisely
because the type of each message is made explicit through the tag. As a matter
of fact, this is one of the prescribed techniques by M. Abadi and R. Needham
in [AN96] for the design of “secure” protocols.
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Example 22. We illustrate our comments by tagging our running example pro-
tocol ΠToy

Π̂Toy = [ snd(za, zb, aenc(〈1, 〈aenc(〈2, n〉, zb), za〉〉, zb));
Secret(za, za, zb, n);
rcv(zb, za, aenc(〈1, 〈aenc(〈2, x〉, zb), za〉〉, zb));
snd(zb, za, aenc(〈3, 〈aenc(〈4, x〉, za), zb〉〉, za));
rcv(za, zb, aenc(〈3, 〈aenc(〈4, n〉, za), zb〉〉, za))]

Note, that tagged as such the encrypted subterms

aenc(〈1, 〈aenc(〈2, n〉, b), a〉〉, b)) and aenc(〈2, x〉, b)

are not unifiable anymore, and that the attack on secrecy presented in Example 7
page 13 cannot be mounted against Π̂Toy. In fact, this tagged version of ΠToy

ensures secrecy of the nonce n.

7.2. Discussion on (un)decidability

The class of protocols P, and in particular its fragment Ptag, has been studied
in the past. With extra restrictions some decidability results have been obtained.
B. Blanchet and A. Podelski in [BP05] showed that if only a bounded number
of fresh nonces is considered then secrecy and authentication are decidable.
On the other hand R. Ramanujam and S. P. Suresh [RS03b] as well as G. Lowe
in [Low99, HLS03] showed that under some extra conditions secrecy is decidable
for the class Ptag. These restrictions exclude protocols relying on temporary
secrets or blind copies (i.e. variables of non-atomic type).

However, reintroducing temporary secrets dramatically complicates the prob-
lem. Indeed, it is sufficient to consider one session of each role to find an attack
on secrecy if such temporary secrets are forbidden (see [RS03b, Low99, HLS03]).
However, we will now see that for any k ∈ N, it is possible to build a protocol
Πk in Ptag that admits an attack on the secrecy property φk that requires 2k+1
sessions to be mounted.

For k = 1, Π1 corresponds to the following sequence of events:

Π1 = [ snd(a, b, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈n1, n2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, n2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);
rcv(b, a, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈x1, x2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, x2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);
snd(b, a, 〈x2, senc(〈4, n3〉, x1))〉;
Secret1(b, a, b, n3);
rcv(a, b, 〈n2, senc(〈4, x3〉, n1)〉)]

and the secrecy property can be specified using the following formula:

φ1 = ∀y. ∀ya. ∀yb. ∀yn. ♦(Secret1(y, ya, yb, yn)) ⇒ ¬learn(yn)

The following execution exec1 is a valid execution of Π1 w.r.t. any initial
intruder knowledge T0, that violates the secrecy property φ1. For the sake of
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clarity, nonces known by the intruder are underlined once, and nonces generated
by the intruder are underlined twice.

exec1 = [ snd(a, b, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈n1
1, n

1
2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, n1

2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);
rcv(b, a, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈n1

1, n
1
2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, n1

2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);
snd(b, a, 〈n1

2, senc(〈4, n2
3〉, n1

1)〉);
rcv(b, a, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈nε1, n1

2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, n1
2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);

snd(b, a, 〈n1
2, senc(〈4, n3

3〉, nε1)〉);
Secret1(a, b, n3

3)]

By learning the temporary secret n1
2, the intruder can introduce his own nonce

nε1 in key position in the message containing the secret n3
3. This attack requires

3 sessions.
This construction can be generalised to any k inductively as follows. Suppose

that k is even. Let Πk−1 be the protocol obtained accordingly and such that
Secretk−1(b, a, b, n) ∈ Evts(Πk−1) and x ∈ X (Πk−1) such that δΠk−1

(x) = n.
Let also c1, c2, c3, c4 ∈ (C r C(Πk−1)) be four new constants, m1,m2 ∈ (N r
N (Πk−1)) two new nonces, and y1, y2 ∈ (X rX (Πk−1)) two new variables. We
define the protocol Πk = Π′k @ Πk−1 where

Π′k = [ snd(b, a, 〈aenc(〈c1, 〈b, 〈m1, n〉〉〉, a), sign(〈c2, aenc(〈c3, 〈b, n〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
rcv(a, b, 〈aenc(〈c1, 〈b, 〈y1, x〉〉〉, a), sign(〈c2, aenc(〈c3, 〈b, x〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
snd(a, b, senc(〈c4,m2〉, y1));
Secretk(a, a, b,m2);
rcv(b, a, senc(〈c4, y2〉,m1))]

And we consider the property

φk = ∀y. ∀ya. ∀yb. ∀yn. ♦(Secretk(y, ya, yb, yn)) ⇒ ¬learn(yn)

To attack Πk the intruder will first have to obtain the secret n of Πk−1 (n is the
analogous to n1

2 in Π1 temporary secret), and then mimic the attack against Π1.
The case where k is odd is analogous except that the secret of Πk−1 is generated
by a and that we thus need to invert in the constructions the names of a and b.

To illustrate this construction let’s build the protocol Π2 from protocol Π1.

Π2 = [ snd(b, a, 〈aenc(〈5, 〈b, 〈n4, n3〉〉〉, a), sign(〈6, aenc(〈7, 〈b, n3〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
rcv(a, b, 〈aenc(〈5, 〈b, 〈y4, x3〉〉〉, a), sign(〈6, aenc(〈7, 〈b, x3〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
snd(a, b, senc(〈8, n5〉, y4));
Secret2(a, a, b, n5);
rcv(b, a, senc(〈8, y5〉, n4));

snd(a, b, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈n1, n2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, n2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);
rcv(b, a, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈x1, x2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, x2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);
snd(b, a, 〈x2, senc(〈4, n3〉, x1)〉);
Secret1(b, a, b, n3);
rcv(a, b, 〈n2, senc(〈4, x3〉, n1)〉) ]
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The execution exec2 described hereafter is a valid execution of Π2, w.r.t. any
intruder knowledge T0, that violates the secrecy property φ2.

exec2 = [ snd(b, a, 〈aenc(〈5, 〈b, 〈n1
4, n

1
3〉〉〉, a), sign(〈6, aenc(〈7, 〈b, n1

3〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
rcv(a, b, 〈aenc(〈5, 〈b, 〈n1

4, n
1
3〉〉〉a), sign(〈6, aenc(〈7, 〈b, n1

3〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
snd(a, b, senc(〈8, n2

5〉, n1
4));

Secret2(a, a, b, n2
5);

rcv(b, a, senc(〈8, n2
5〉, n1

4));
snd(a, b, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈n2

1, n
2
2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, n2

2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);
rcv(b, a, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈n2

1, n
2
2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, n2

2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);
snd(b, a, 〈n2

2, senc(〈4, n1
3〉, n2

1)〉);

snd(b, a, 〈aenc(〈5, 〈b, 〈n3
4, n

3
3〉〉〉, a), sign(〈6, aenc(〈7, 〈b, n3

3〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
rcv(a, b, 〈aenc(〈5, 〈b, 〈n3

4, n
3
3〉〉〉, a), sign(〈6, aenc(〈7, 〈b, n3

3〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
snd(a, b, senc(〈8, n4

5〉, n3
4));

rcv(b, a, senc(〈8, n4
5〉, n3

4));
rcv(b, a, 〈aenc(〈1, 〈a, 〈nε1, n2

2〉〉〉, b), sign(〈2, aenc(〈3, 〈a, n2
2〉〉, b)〉, a)〉);

snd(b, a, 〈n2
2, senc(〈4, n3

3〉, nε1)〉);

rcv(a, b, 〈aenc(〈5, 〈b, 〈nε4, n3
3〉〉〉, a), sign(〈6, aenc(〈7, 〈b, n3

3〉〉, a)〉, b)〉);
snd(a, b, senc(〈8, n5

5〉, nε4));

Secret2(a, a, b, n5
5) ]

By learning the temporary secret n2
2, the intruder can introduce his nonce nε1

in key position in the message containing the “temporary secret” n3
3. In this

way, he introduces his key in the message containing the secret n5
5. This attack

requires 5 sessions to be mounted.

This family {Πk}k∈N seems to indicate that the class Ptag is at the frontier
between decidability and undecidability. On the one hand, most existing decid-
ability results, bound the number of sessions that need to be considered (hence
the decidability) by a function of the considered formula. But these reduction
results do not depend on the “size” of the protocol. The discussion above shows
that such a drastic reduction would not be correct for the family {Πk}k∈N. On
the other hand, all existing undecidability proofs reduce problems well known
to be undecidable to the secrecy problem for protocols that do not all admit
well-typed attacks. More precisely, such proofs consist of an encoding of the
instances of a well know undecidable problem into security protocols. But for
the set of resulting protocols the typing abstraction is incorrect in general. So
existing undecidability proofs do not apply to the class Ptag.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a reduction result on the type and size of messages
to be considered while searching for an attack. We prove this result for the
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class of protocols satifying the criterion of “non-unifiable subterms” defined
by Abadi and Needham in [AN96]. We showed that a protocol satisfying this
simple syntactic criterion admits an attack if and only if it admits a well-typed
attack w.r.t. a very tight typing system, thus drastically reducing the trace
set to be considered. In particular this result implies that only bounded length
messages have to be considered. Moreover, we proved that this reduction result
holds not only for secrecy but for a large class of properties including several
levels of authentication. This result justifies the typing abstraction made by
several tools such as [ABB+02, CMR01, BLP06, Cor03]. For those protocols
that do not satisfy this condition of non-unifiability, we also prove that a light
tagging scheme is sufficient to still be able to apply our results. We furthermore
illustrate the fact that the class of protocols considered is quite wide, since the
number of sessions required to find an attack is not bounded. In particular we
can build a protocol in our class that is flawed but necessitates 2k + 1 sessions
to exhibit an attack.

The work presented above is a step towards the exhibition of a decidable
subclass of protocols. Indeed, many proofs of undecidability rely on the fact
that an intruder can fool a participant by sending him an encrypted message
that has a wrong type without the participant noticing it. One area of interesting
future work would be to manage to conclude as to the (un)decidability of the
secrecy problem for protocols in P, and in case of undecidability trying to find
and study an interesting subclass of P. It would also be interesting to check if
our typing abstraction remains sound for trace equivalence properties.
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